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RESUME 

This thesis is focused on how firms use strategic alliances when competing in converging 

environments.  

I use a case study approach, combined with the research method of abduction. The companies 

chosen for case studies are Nokia, Apple and Google. In the recent years they have made 

some strategic choices that resulted in them becoming direct competitors.  The industry where 

they are facing each other is mobile Internet services. An important element of their related 

strategies has been the use of strategic alliances. My goal is to explore and understand the 

motives behind their alliance strategies in the context of convergence. 

As the theoretical base of this thesis, I utilize theories on convergence, strategic alliances, and 

the compound product-service offering framework. I identify main points that would help me 

address the research question. 

For the empirical base, I use information on the case companies‘ strategies related to the 

mobile Internet services. Through the lens of the above mentioned theories, I identify the 

main trends and offer explanations on the industry developments and the alliance strategies. 

The main findings of this thesis are: 

1) The case companies are now in direct competition with each other within the mobile 

Internet services industry. 

2) The industry is undergoing a turbulent stage, accompanied by a search for a dominant 

platform.  

3) The case companies are actively forming alliances with companies that possess 

complementary competences in the context of the industry. 

4) The case companies are also forming industry-wide consortia in order to emerge as 

leaders in the search for a dominant platform. 

5) In the context of the mobile Internet services industry, alliances are a necessity rather 

than just a strategic choice. Without them, the industry as a whole would not thrive. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

My motivation for this research topic stems from a combination of factors. I became 

interested in the subject of the mobile Internet back in 2005 after picking up the book 

―Communities Dominate Brands‖ by Tomi Ahonen (2005). This led to my Bachelor thesis in 

which I took a closer look at the factors hindering the adoption of 3G services in Europe. For 

the empirical part, I had a unique opportunity to investigate an inter-firm alliance between 

Nokia and Vodafone designed to help the industry overcome those impediments.  

Later during my Master studies, I became very interested in the competitive dynamics 

developing in the mobile devices industry. The topic of this paper has evolved from a research 

paper I wrote for one of my courses in 2007, where I studied various forms of inter-

organizational collaboration in the mobile phone industry. Back then, the companies I chose 

for the empirical analysis were Nokia, Samsung, and Motorola – some of the ―usual suspects‖ 

that would have commonly come to mind when thinking of mobile phones back in 2007. 

However, the incredible success of Apple‘s iPhone that was launched in June 2007, and some 

of the other major industry developments have since then changed the competitive landscape 

immensely. 

During 2007 and the first half of 2008 I had a student job at Nokia – based both in 

Copenhagen and Helsinki, and had a unique chance to be exposed to two reorganizations and 

major strategic changes that the company undertook in response to the changing competitive 

environment and consumer needs. Apart from that, in my job I was analyzing the competitive 

landscape and therefore had to have my finger on the pulse of what the company‘s strategy 

makers were watching out for. The set of companies I chose for this paper have not been 

direct competitors for a very long time, or they have been competing in other areas than the 

mobile Internet. But just in the last couple of years they have all come head to head trying to 

establish themselves as leaders in this emerging field. 

  

“The personal handheld device market is poised to 

take the kind of jump that the desktop PC made 

between 1980 and 1990, from a useful toy adopted by 

a subculture to a disruptive technology that changes 

every aspect of society.”  

(Rheingold, H., 2002). 
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1.2 SCENE SETTING  

In the recent few years a series of innovations and trends have changed the way people 

perceive technology. Thanks to advancements in the Internet technologies, the Web is now 

used not just for information search and emailing, but for social networking, storing 

documents, sharing photos, etc.  

 And, increasingly, the Internet is becoming more and more mobile, thanks to wireless 

technologies, smaller and thinner laptops and ―smarter‖ mobile phones. Smartphones are not 

seen as primarily business devices anymore. Increasing popularity of such services as e.g. 

watching mobile TV, playing games, and uploading content to social networking sites makes 

smartphones more relevant for consumers, especially for the younger ones.  

 The mobile Internet has long been considered a tremendous opportunity, which one day 

would become a reality. Its adoption in most part of the world has been slowed down by 

inefficiencies of technology and business models of the traditional industry incumbents. But 

recently, with availability of faster networks and Internet-capable mobile phones, as well as 

affordable data transfer plans, mobile Internet has finally started making its way into the lives 

of regular consumers.    

The growing market space for mobile Internet services has created a new spin of growth 

for many industries, spurring their increasing convergence. The year of 2007 saw a number of 

strategic announcements and product introductions from companies previously not considered 

as direct competitors. Apple has set a new milestone in the mobile phone industry by 

launching the iPhone – a device rich with mobile Internet services. Google has initiated an 

ecosystem-wide alliance set to establish a new platform for mobile devices and services. 

Nokia, the number one mobile phone maker, has announced a paramount shift in strategy 

towards becoming an Internet company. Since 2007, the competitive landscape of the mobile 

industry has changed significantly, with traditional incumbents facing new competitors, with 

highly innovative products and services coming out very fast, and with demand patterns 

changing towards the way they have been envisaged by industry specialists for years. 

In total, rapidly advancing technologies and shifts in consumer expectations are giving 

birth to a new industry, where there is space for both newcomers and established firms from 

related and unrelated industries. The new industry is forming at the cross where the Internet, 

portable devices and content meet. Some fundamental issues that emerge in this context are: 

a) Traditional incumbents face new strong competitors entering their competitive space.  
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b) Both the traditional players and the new entrants face the increasing pressures for fast 

innovation and quick time-to-market, both due to increased market demand and due to 

the need to establish leading position in the emerging field.  

c) In these circumstances firms often do not have time to develop the necessary 

competences internally, and have to source competences from external sources. 

This thesis focuses on the third of these challenges through its pursuit of the following 

research question: How do firms use alliance strategies when competing in times of 

convergence? 

 

1.3 OVERVIEW/ORGANIZATION OF STUDY 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the methodology of the study, provides 

more detail to the research question and introduces the theories chosen for this research. 

Section 3 reviews the theories and outlines the derived hypotheses. Section 4 gives an 

introduction into the empirics, by describing the overall industry situation and presenting the 

company cases. Section 5 presents the empirical data relevant to the research question, 

examines it against the theory and provides a cross-case analysis. Finally, Section 6 contains a 

summary of the main findings and suggests directions for further research.  
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 LOGIC OF THE STUDY AND THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

In this paper I am studying cooperative strategies of Nokia, Apple and Google related to the 

field of mobile Internet services. I am trying to find out how they use collaborations with 

other firms, and in particular strategic alliances, in order to establish themselves as the leaders 

in an emerging industry. Since the industry in question is being formed as a result of 

convergence, my research would help my reader understand the peculiarities of competing in 

this type of environment. The relevance of this research comes from dealing with a 

contemporary industry situation, which is unfolding in new directions at this very moment. 

 By conducting an analysis of a case of competing in converging industries, and by paying 

special attention to collaborative strategies used in this context, I offer my contribution to the 

academic literature that is concerned with subjects of convergence and alliance strategies. The 

research also has practical value for companies that find themselves in a changing competitive 

environment caused by convergence, and seek to find optimal ways to utilize alliances in 

order to maintain their success and to establish themselves as leaders in the emerging space. 

The research question of this paper is:  

 

How do firms use alliance strategies when competing in times of convergence? 

 

2.2 DATA COLLECTION 

In order to gain a thorough understanding of the role the case companies are playing in the 

emerging industry space, I have accumulated a set of data that describes most of the case 

companies‘ product/service announcements, as well as their acquisitions and collaborative 

agreements. The time interval I chose ranged from year 2000 to September 2009, and was 

slightly different for each company, because their involvement in the mobile Internet services 

field came from very different directions and at different time.  

 For the purpose of the analysis I then picked out the data that was more directly relevant 

for the mobile Internet services field. The narrowed-down data sets can be found in the 

Appendices, and the original full sets of data are available on the attached CD.  
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2.3 RESEARCH METHODS USED 

 

CASE STUDY 

Case studies provide unique means of theory development by using in-depth insights of 

empirical phenomena and their contexts (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). This paper utilizes an 

exploratory multiple-case study, in order to be able to cross-examine the data, in order to be 

able to produce theoretical inferences that would be valid, reliable and useful for further 

generalization (Yin, 2003). I study strategies of three large firms within a converging industry 

segment of mobile Internet services, focusing attention on how they engage in strategic 

alliances. The theoretical conclusions can be used when conducting research in other 

industries emerging due to convergence, as well as when studying strategic alliances in 

particular.  

 

ABDUCTION 

The method that has been chosen to conduct this research is theoretical abduction. Magnani 

(2001) defines theoretical abduction as  ―the process of inferring certain facts and/or laws and 

hypotheses that render some sentences plausible, that explain or discover some (eventually 

new) phenomenon or observation; it is the process of reasoning in which explanatory 

hypotheses are formed and evaluated‖ (Magnani, 2001, p. 17).  

Here is an example to illustrate the difference in logical thinking between abduction and 

more commonly known induction and deduction, which is helpful to explain why the method 

of abduction was chosen.  

1. If it rains, the ground becomes wet. 

2. It is raining/has just rained. 

3. The ground is wet. 

By deduction we would be able to infer (3) from knowing (1) and (2), which is a logical 

implication. By induction we would be able to generalize (1) from knowing (2) and (3). But if 

we are aware of (1) and only ―observe‖ (3), then we are facing the following problem: the 

ground is wet, but recent rain is not the only thing that could have caused it. Perhaps the 

cleaning truck has just passed washing the road instead. So, in fact, (1) is not the only possible 
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explanation. Thus we can only infer (2) (that it has rained) if we have searched for other 

plausible scenarios to replace (1), and the rain scenario still seems the most plausible one. 

This search for plausible hypotheses is what Magnani (2001) calls selective abduction.  

Even though we may prove that, in fact, it was the rain that made the ground wet, the other 

hypotheses we have had (cleaning truck) also had chances of turning out to be the best 

explanation. Selective abduction always produces hypotheses that have some initial 

plausibility because they give at least a partial explanation. Interestingly, when searching for 

the most plausible hypotheses, we would also at different stages pass the processes of 

deduction and induction (Magnani, 2001). We pass deduction when we explore the 

consequences of suggested plausible hypotheses (If we assume that a cleaning truck has 

passed, we also expect the ground to be wet. But we also could infer other consequences, like 

the grass behind a nearby fence would be dry, because the truck would not reach there). We 

then pass an induction stage when we compare the data expected from a hypothesis to the data 

we actually observe (We check whether the grass behind the fence is wet, and if it is, we leave 

the truck hypothesis and continue the search). 

The method of abduction is very relevant particularly for case study-based researches 

(Dubois and Gadde, 2002). Rather than viewing a case study research as a linear process 

going through planned phases, as it is viewed in most traditional literature, the abductive 

approach implies constantly going back and forth between theory and empirical investigation, 

between different data sources, etc. The researcher then develops ‗preconceptions‘ that act as 

a base for preliminary analytical framework. Overtime, it is developed through further 

empirical investigation, theory studies and analytical processes. Dubois and Gadde (2002) 

refer to this method as systematic combining. 

In this research, I followed the previously described logic of Dubois and Gadde (2002), as 

well as the model of selective abduction reasoning that Magnani (2001) offered (see Figures 1 

and 2). The research went through several cycles, during which I discovered new ways to 

explain my empirical data, and my overall understanding of the issue improved. Having some 

background knowledge in the subject helped me assess the importance of various streams of 

literature. 
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Figure 1. Selective abduction 

Source: Adopter from Magnani (2000), p. 23 

Figure 2. Systematic combining 

Source: Adopter from Dubois and Gadde (2002), p. 555 
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TRIANGULATION 

Webb (2006) suggests that the most persuasive evidence and the strongest inferences come 

from combining different data-gathering techniques within the same research, what is referred 

to as triangulation. Also Denzin (1984) suggest that both data source triangulation and theory 

triangulation (viewing results from the point of view of different theories) could be used to 

increase confidence in the interpretation.  

 In approaching the empirics, I use data source triangulation in the following way. First, I 

collected data about the case companies‘ launches, acquisitions and alliances by using press 

releases available directly from the companies. I then supplemented that data with data 

available from companies‘ blogs, as well as analytical articles from respectable media sources 

specializing in the field. Finally, I specifically looked, where possible, for sources that 

contained references to direct insider information about the companies. Unfortunately, due to 

the fact that I was looking at rather highly strategic issues regarding the case companies, I was 

not able to collect primary data like interviews or internal documents, although it would have 

been a great addition. 

 I also use triangulation approach by looking at the same empirical issues through the lens 

of several theories. The theories I narrowed down to, that were finally included in this thesis, 

are highly relevant to the research question this paper is concerned with. I also studied other 

theories, including networked innovation and dominant design. Although those theories 

offered some very good perspectives, I chose to leave them due to the fact that the former was 

too broad in relation to the research question, and the latter was mentioned in most of the 

other theories I used.  

 Due to the use of triangulation in both data and theory collection, I can argue for the 

validity of this research. 

 

2.4 RESEARCH PROCESS 

I had an initial interest in a set of companies and their strategic behavior. I knew that in the 

recent years they had launched some products/services and undertaken some initiatives that 

clearly placed them in direct competition with each other. I also knew that an important part 

in those strategic developments was played by alliances those companies undertook with 

other players in the industry. That was an initial set of evidence that I wanted to elaborate on, 

and hopefully explain, in my research paper.  
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 After having done extensive theory search, I realized that before I launch into looking at 

cooperative strategies of those companies, I need to have a more solid understanding of the 

industry and the companies‘ strategies and where they were coming from historically. When 

looking at the industry developments, I pinpointed a clear case of convergence. Thus my first 

theoretical block in this paper is a review of literature related to convergence. From that 

review I was able to draw plausible hypotheses to explain what is happening in the industry 

that is affected by convergence and how it is linked to alliance strategies.  

 However, the literature on convergence that I found and reviewed was rather general and 

did not offer hands-on explanation for the particular industry space (mobile Internet) I was 

looking at. Thus I located a theory of Compound Product-Service Offerings. That theory 

helped me complement my understanding of issues relevant for my case companies. 

 By then I already had an idea that alliance strategies are very important in the type of 

situation that my case companies are in, because both the Compound Product-Service 

Offerings theory and the stream if literature on convergence suggested that.  I then looked at a 

selection of literature on strategic alliances, in order to get more concrete understanding of the 

issue I was hoping to contribute to with this paper. 
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3. THEORY 

This chapter presents an overview of the theories used in this thesis. I start by describing the 

concept of convergence and how its definition has evolved in the literature. I also summarize 

what the academic literature proposes are the drivers, types and implications of convergence. 

In the second part of this chapter, I present the compound product-service offerings 

framework, which supplements the concept of convergence by looking for specifically at the 

mobile services industry. The third part of the chapter overviews theories concerned with 

strategic alliances. I summarize what the academic research proposes as the motives, types 

and challenges of strategic alliances. The final chapter brings together all the hypotheses 

relevant to the research question that I was able to draw from the three theory blocks. 

 

3.1 CONVERGENCE 

 

 

 

One of the first references to the notion of convergence dates back to 1963 and the study of 

the United States machine tool industry by Rosenberg (1963). The machine tool industry grew 

as a response to the emergence and development of several other industries in the period of 

industrialization in the United States 1840-1880. Those industries were very disparate from a 

market perspective – for instance production of firearms, sewing machines, bicycles – but 

required similar production processes in terms of machinery. Thus from a technological 

perspective those disparate industries became closely related, or as Rosenberg called it 

‗technologically convergent‘. This allowed for specialized machine manufacturing, which 

would sell machines with particular functions to a wide array of industries. The formation of a 

specialized machine tool industry, in its turn spurred innovations that could be used in other 

areas, because new solutions that were developed for one industry could be applied in other 

ones in some previously unforeseen ways. Thus the newly formed machine tool industry acted 

as a platform for speedier innovation in many technologically related industries. 

Since then, a large body of academic literature has evolved that addresses various aspects 

of convergence. The 1990s and early 2000s were especially rich in research on the subject of 

“Many kinds of cooperation have little to do with 

convergence, but many motives for cooperation are 

misunderstood without understanding convergence” 

(Greenstein and Khanna, 1997, p.217). 
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convergence in the field of information and communication technologies (ICT). This is not 

surprising, considering that those years were marked with such important industry 

developments as popularization of the Internet, accelerated development of desktop 

computers, mobile phones and networks. As this paper essentially explores developments in 

the ICT industry as well, this body of literature is very relevant to look at.  

The rest of this chapter summarizes main aspects of the literature on convergence, dated 

from 1996 to 2005. The following aspects are touched upon: 1) definitions of convergence, 2) 

drivers of convergence, 3) types of convergence, 4) industry implications of convergence, 5) 

implications for firms‘ strategies.  

DEFINITIONS 

Table 1 presents an overview of definitions of convergence taken from articles between 1996 

and 2005, presented in chronological order. The table also summarizes key focus words 

contained in the definitions.  

The definitions prove to be rather similar, especially since most of them mention 

technology as a major point. In fact, Lei (2000), Athreye and Keeble (2000), and Bores et al. 

(2003) talk about ‗technological convergence‘ rather than convergence in general. Only 

Malhorta and Gupta (2001) do not mention technology in their definition of convergence, but 

instead talk about industry convergence and how it changes competitive landscape. Dowling 

et al. (1998) also offer a definition that is not technology-centered, but offers a rather wide 

view on convergence that encompasses changes in industry structures and consumer needs. 

Pennings and Puranam (2000), as well as Athreye and Keeble (2000) go as far as introducing 

the concept of knowledge into their definitions. 

 

Table 1. Drivers/triggers of convergence 

Source: Own analysis 

Source Definition Focus 

Yoffie  

(1996, p. 33) 

‗I define convergence as the unification of functions - the 

coming together of previously distinct products which 

employ digital technologies‘ 

technology, 

product 

Dowling et al. 

(1998, p. 34) 

‗Convergence describes a process change in industry 

structures that combines markets through technological 

and economic dimensions to meet merging consumer 

industry, 

consumer 
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needs‘ 

Lei  

(2000, p. 699) 

‗Technological convergence occurs when advances or 

innovations commercialized in one industry begin 

significantly to influence or change the nature of product 

development, competition, and value-creating processes 

in other industries‘ 

technology, 

product, 

industry, 

competition 

Pennings and 

Puranam  

(2000, p. 2) 

‗Convergence can be viewed as the unbundling and 

repacking of technologies or their commercial application 

into product-market concepts. Convergence between 

previously disjointed markets can be viewed as the 

erosion of boundaries that define and isolate industry-

specific knowledge. That knowledge resides in the firms 

who collectively combine their firm-specific knowledge 

into industry specific knowledge‘ 

technology, 

markets, 

products, 

industries, 

knowledge 

Athreye and 

Keeble  

(2000, p. 228) 

‗Technological convergence is defined as the process by 

which two hitherto different industrial sectors come to 

share a common knowledge and technological base‘ 

technology, 

industry, 

knowledge 

Malhorta and 

Gupta   

(2001, p. 1) 

‗Two or more previously distinct industries converge 

when the firms in those industries become direct 

competitors‘ 

industry, 

competition 

Bores et al.  

(2003, pp. 1 and 

2) 

‗...technological convergence, a process by which the 

telecommunications, broadcasting, information 

technologies and entertainment sectors (collectively 

known as ICT — Information and Communications 

Technologies) may be converging towards a unified 

market‘ 

‗By technological convergence is meant that any type of 

terminal can access any type of data, which in turn is able 

to be transmitted through any kind of pipe‘ 

technology, 

ICT 

Lind  

(2005, p. 1) 

‗convergence is a market/industry definition generated by 

technological change‘ 

technology, 

industry 
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DRIVERS OF CONVERGENCE  

In order to gain a better understanding of convergence, it is important to understand the 

factors that act as economic triggers that lead to changes in industries‘ structures and promote 

convergence.  

 Table 2 presents a list of what are commonly named to be the drivers of convergence. The 

two most commonly mentioned drivers are deregulation and technological change. Such 

uniformity is not surprising, as the reviewed authors looked at the ICT industry as the 

example of convergence. For the ICT industry, the 1990s were marked with some major 

regulatory decisions, as well as an advent of a number of important technologies (e.g. 

wireless, broadband). The Telecommunications Act of 1996 and a similar legislation by the 

European Commission in 1998 liberalized the telecommunications sectors in the US and 

Europe respectively (Mayer-Schönberger and Strasser, 1999). Deregulation opens up 

possibilities for ―bundling‖ of offerings, offered as ―one-stop shopping‖ for customers. This 

presents a major opportunity for companies, provided the customers recognize the value of 

satisfying several of their needs in a single transaction or using a single platform (Katz, 1996; 

Pennings and Puranam, 2000). Deregulation is also a very powerful trigger, as opposed to, for 

instance, socio-economic developments like globalization (see also Table 2). While 

globalization causes growing similarity of needs in different markets slowly, deregulation has 

an instant effect of removing barriers between industries that are no longer protected or 

otherwise regulated (Pennings and Puranam, 2000). 

 Technological change is an important driver of convergence and may in fact accelerate the 

trends in deregulation (Yoffie, 1996). Convergence can be triggered by new technologies that 

are mapped onto needs already satisfied by existing technologies. Another scenario of 

convergence triggered by technology is when combining already existing technologies in new 

and innovative ways creates superior products (Pennings and Puranam, 2000). In this respect, 

Yoffie (1996) talks about the creation of integrative technological platforms that allow 

companies to diversify into new markets previously impenetrable, thus spurring convergence. 

 Another important driver of convergence mentioned in the reviewed literature is 

managerial creativity. Many strategic moves taken by large companies in the name of 

convergence have failed, and many companies that succeeded on the convergence scene have 

been small start-ups. The creative drive of both large organizations and entrepreneurs is an 

important factor deciding the future of convergence (Yoffie, 1996). Decisions to combine 
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complementary products and services to create more value-add also require managerial 

creativity, and not just access to the necessary technology. 

 

Table 2. Drivers/triggers of convergence 

Source: Own analysis based on articles 

Drivers Source 

Deregulation 
Katz (1996), Yoffie (1996),  Lei (2000),  

Pennings and Puranam (2000), Bores et al. (2003) 

Technological change 
Katz (1996), Yoffie (1996), Pennings and Puranam (2000), 

Bores et al. (2003) 

Managerial creativity Yoffie (1996), Katz (1996) 

Socio-economic developments 

(e.g. globalisation) 
Pennings and Puranam (2000) 

 

To summarize, the interplay between the evolution of technology, regulatory thinking, 

managerial creativity, and changes in consumer needs caused by socio-economic 

developments – is what causes convergence. The occurrence of more than one of these factors 

at the same time can accelerate the convergence process (Lei, 2000). 

 

TYPES OF CONVERGENCE  

Greenstein and Khanna (1997) introduced the concept of two primary types of convergence: 

convergence in substitutes and convergence in complements, and each of these types is also 

subdivided into two. Convergence in substitutes means that if features of some products 

become increasingly similar, users may start viewing these products as interchangeable. This 

interchangeability can happen in two ways: 1) a given set of users may become prone to using 

the two products as substitutes in an increasing number of tasks; 2) an increasing number of 

users may become prone to using the products as substitutes in a given set of tasks. 

Convergence in complements means that a set of products works better together than 

separately. This can also happen in two ways: 1) a given set of users thinks that products work 

better together for a larger set of tasks; 2) an increasing number of users thinks that products 

work better together for a given set of tasks.  

Almost all of the studies on convergence reviewed in this paper, referred to Greenstein and 

Khanna‘s taxonomy (Dowling et al., 1998; Lei, 2000; Pennings and Puranam, 2000; Malhorta 
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and Gupta, 2001; Stieglitz, 2003). Pennings and Puranam (2000) took Greenstein and 

Khanna‘s (1997) taxonomy of convergence in substitutes and complements as a starting point, 

and added two more dimensions: supply-side convergence and demand-side convergence. 

Their framework is presented in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stieglitz (2003) offers essentially the same taxonomy, referring to supply and demand side as 

technology-based and product-based convergence respectively, and proposing different names 

for subcategories, as shown in Figure 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hacklin et al. (2005) chose a different approach when classifying convergence types, which is 

based on the newness of underlying technology (presented in Figure 5). Application 

convergence occurs when two existing solutions are merged to create a new value-add. 
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The needs of different  

consumer sets  
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Different (but related) 
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Source: Pennings and Puranam (2000), Appendix, p. 1 
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Lateral convergence occurs when a one or more known technologies are combined to create a 

breakthrough feature to an existing product. Potential convergence occurs when new 

technologies that do not necessarily create any breakthrough innovation by themselves, are 

combined to create a breakthrough product. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPLICATIONS OF CONVERGENCE  

Lei (2000) recognizes the importance of looking at both the industry and the firm levels when 

talking about the effects of convergence. Also Stieglitz (2003) points out that both Porter 

(1985) and Hamel and Prahalad (1994) independently argue that technological innovations 

can change traditional industry boundaries
i
. Therefore, in order to gain a better understanding 

of convergence, I look at its implications at both the industry and firm levels of analysis. 

 

Industry level implications 

Table 3 presents the possible effects that convergence may have on the industry level, as 

suggested by the reviewed authors. Most importantly, convergence leads to redefinition of 

industry boundaries, as converging industries begin to share more similar characteristics (Lei, 

2000; Athreye & Keeble, 2000; Pennings and Puranam, 2000; Stieglitz, 2003; Lind, 2005). 

The competitive environment changes and becomes less certain, as the traditional entry 

                                                 
i
 Porter (1985) and Hamel and Prahalad (1994) each stand for what in the management literature is presented as 

opposing views on strategy, also known as the Outside-in and the Inside-out approaches to strategy. Porter‘s 

Outside-in approach talks about formulating strategies based on what industries are found to be attractive. Hamel 

and Prahalad‘s (1994) view (―Inside-out‖) focuses on firms‘ core competences, and forming strategies based on 

them. 

 Known technology New technology 

Known 

technology 

Application 

convergence 

Lateral 

convergence 

New 

technology 

 Potential 
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Figure 5. Types of resulting convergence innovations 

based on underlying technology newness 

Source: Hacklin et al. (2005), p. 319 
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barriers are no longer valid and firms that were never direct competitors may start offering 

competing products or services (Katz, 1996; Greenstein and Khanna, 1997; Lei, 2000; 

Stieglitz, 2003). Also, an interesting point made by Lind (2005) is that erosion of boundaries 

and merging of two or more industries does not imply that the number of industries falls. 

Instead, the convergence process may give rise to more specialized industries.  

Another important implication is that when industries converge, the set of 

products/services available to consumers expands, offering higher value-add in terms of 

features, performance, overall experience, or price (Katz, 1996; Greenstein & Khanna, 1997; 

Lei, 2000; Stieglitz, 2003).  

Convergence is also likely to change market demand patterns (Lei 2000). Consumers‘ 

expectations to products‘ features, performance, price or other attributes may change as they 

become aware of offerings that have higher value-add. Also, the consumer base itself may 

enlarge, as consumers start seeing more value in, for instance, using new complementary 

offerings, none of which they would have used separately.  

Last but not least, competition in the converging industries tends to revolve around the 

search for a dominant design (Yoffie, 1996; Stieglitz, 2003; Lind 2005). When there are 

multiple standard, platforms, product solutions, etc. that co-exist at the same time, the demand 

pull would eventually be towards one standard evolving as a dominant one, as it is more 

convenient and certain. In fact, the adoption of converging products/services may in fact be 

hindered due to a multitude of standards, because consumers may prefer to wait until one 

emerges as a standard. 

Table 3. Industry-level implications of convergence 

Source: Own analysis based on articles 

Industry-level implications Source 

redefinition/erosion of industry boundaries 

Lei (2000), Athreye and Keeble (2000), 

Pennings & Puranam (2000), Stieglitz 

(2003), Lind (2005) 

increased competition, changed nature of 

competition (uncertainty) 

Katz (1996), Greenstein and Khanna 

(1997), Lei (2000), Stieglitz (2003) 

the set of products and their functionality expands 
Katz (1996), Greenstein and Khanna 

(1997), Lei (2000) 

market demand patterns change Lei (2000) 

search for dominant design Yoffie (1996,) Stieglitz (2003), Lind 
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(2005) 

 

Firm level implications 

Implications of convergence on the firm level are presented in Table 4. Eroding of industry 

boundaries poses strategic challenges to firms by making them face new competitors, 

technologies, consumers and needs. In other words, convergence creates uncertainty and 

challenges firms’ existing capabilities, often rendering them obsolete. Firms find themselves 

in a state where they need to learn and invest in new types of core competences (Lei, 2000; 

Pennings and Puranam, 2000). However, the ability of firms to change their core competences 

is often inhibited by their path dependence, which draws them to stick to the old ways of 

doing things and not pursue new opportunities (Lei, 2000; Pennings and Puranam, 2000). 

Firms that do manage to adapt to the changing environments, are able to pursue opportunities 

for diversification that convergence often offers (Greenstein and Khanna, 1997; Malhorta and 

Gupta, 2001). In the quest of pursuing new opportunities caused by convergence, firms often 

find it necessary to source competences and resources from external sources. In fact, in many 

cases in converging environments, integrating external resources and competences is 

presented as a necessity rather than a strategic choice (Hacklin et al., 2005). 

 

Table 4. Firm-level implications of convergence 

Source: Own analysis based on articles 

Firm-level implications Source 

significant changes in core competences and 

knowledge requirements of firms, current core 

competences can be rendered obsolete 

Lei (2000), Pennings and Puranam 

(2000) 

dilemma between path dependence and convergence 
Lei (2000), Pennings and Puranam 

(2000) 

opportunities for diversification 
Greenstein and Khanna (1997), 

Malhorta and Gupta (2001) 

necessity to integrate competences and technologies 

from external sources 
Hacklin et al. (2005) 
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CONVERGENCE AND THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

Based on the propositions of the literature on convergence, I identify three main points 

relevant for answering the research question: 

1) The interplay between the evolution of technology, regulatory thinking, managerial 

creativity, and changes in consumer needs caused by socio-economic developments – 

is what causes convergence. The occurrence of more than one of these factors at the 

same time can accelerate the convergence process. 

2) Convergence leads to the following industry implications:  

a. redefinition/erosion of industry boundaries 

b. increased competition, changed nature of competition (uncertainty) 

c. expanding set of products and their functionality 

d. changing market demand patterns 

e. search for dominant design 

3) It also leads to the following firm-level implications: 

a. challenges firms‘ existing capabilities, often rendering them obsolete 

b. encourages firms to break their path dependence pattern 

c. offers opportunities for diversification 

d. creates a necessity to source competences and resources from external sources 

The last point (3d) is especially relevant since it suggests that alliance strategies in the 

context of convergence are a necessity rather than an option. 
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3.2 COMPOUND PRODUCT-SERVICE OFFERINGS FRAMEWORK 

The theoretical framework reviewed below was developed specially with the mobile services 

case in mind, which makes it an excellent complement for the overall literature on 

convergence, which has been reviewed in the previous chapter.  

The supply-side of mobile services involves a multitude of interdependent value-creating 

firms, and can be characterized as a value ecosystem (Knutsen and Overby, 2004; Funk, 

2001). Developed by Knutsen & Overby of Copenhagen Business School in relation to the 

mobile services business where firms from different industries add constituent inputs into a 

compound offering to end-users, the Compound Product-Service Offerings (CPSOs) 

framework concentrates on the constituent offerings by four types of the value system 

participants: content providers, application developers, device manufacturers, and network 

operators. These market players are interdependent and each of them benefits from value-

creating activities of the others.  

ALIGNING STRATEGIC POSTURES: CAPABILITY AND COORDINATION PROBLEMS 

According to the CPSOs framework (Knutsen and Overby, 2004), the nature of the industry in 

case requires firms to adopt the same strategic postures, as any prospective customer is 

inevitably a customer of several interdependent firms of the ecosystem. Inability to adopt 

coherent postures may have a severe impact on the end-users‘ perception of the CPSO‘s value 

and on the speed of the CPSO‘s adoption.   

 Since participating in a CPSO‘s development and launch requires certain level of 

collaboration with other firms, it becomes important to find attractive partners. Firstly, the 

attractiveness of partners is measured by the strength of their resources and capabilities. This 

point is important because for a CPSO to be adopted by users, it has to have high quality and 

create high relative value, as a whole. For instance, for an operator‘s services to become 

successful, a handset of a sufficient quality is required. If a handset manufacturer fails to 

develop a phone that has the right level to support the new service, there is a high possibility 

that the neither the phone, not the service will become popular. Secondly, the attractiveness of 

partners is measured by their willingness to cooperate in joint innovation and marketing of 

CPSOs. The issue of timing is of great importance here. If the collaborating firms fail to 

coordinate the timing of CPSOs launches, this might adversely affect the perceived value of 

the CPSOs and lead to slow speed of adoption and, possibly, failure (Knutsen and Overby, 

2004).  
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 Thus, alignment of strategic postures requires certain level of activity coordination, and 

requires that firms contribute with complementary specialized resources and capabilities to 

collaboration. In order for collaborations to be properly functioning, it is necessary for 

partners to gain access to each other‘s resources, to invest in developing inter-firm 

relationships. If a firm were not able to collaborate with the most attractive partner, its 

incentive to engage in sharing knowledge and combining resources with the partner would be 

low (Knutsen and Overby, 2004). 

 To sum it up, the success of a CPSO in the market is unlikely unless there‘s collaboration 

between firms that: 1) have complementary resources and capabilities necessary for 

developing a valuable CPSO, 2) value partnerships and are willing to invest in them, and 3) 

share resources and coordinate activities, including timing of market entry.   

CREATING COMPOUNDNESS 

The CPSOs framework highlights the necessity to consider both the supply- and the demand-

side when looking at firm‘s entering the market with a CPSO. The supply-side problems of 

combining capabilities and coordinating efforts have an impact on the demand-side value 

creation of a CPSO and its speed of adoption (Knutsen and Overby, 2004).  

In order to connect the supply and the demand-side of a CPSO, a concept of compoundness 

is introduced. Compoundness is defined as ―the relative degree of technical and commercial 

unity inherent and contiguous to a CPSO at the time of market/entry launch‖ (Knutsen and 

Overby, 2004), and can be placed on a continuum from low to high. The degree of 

compoundness depends on the relative influence that capability and coordination problems 

have on the unity of the end offering being brought to the market. Thus, solving capability 

and coordination problems, and accumulating and coordinating capabilities leads to higher 

degree of compoundness, which positively affects the end-users‘ perceived value of a CPSO, 

and, ultimately, the success of a CPSO on the market (Knutsen and Overby, 2004; Knutsen 

and Overby, 2005). 

 To sum it up, solving capability and coordination problems creates higher degree of 

compoundness. High degree of compoundness augments the power of a CPSO at the time of 

its introduction to the market, and increases the probability of its faster adoption and success. 
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THE CPSO FRAMEWORK AND THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

Based on the propositions of the CPSO framework, I identify two main points relevant for 

answering the research question: 

1) Due to the peculiarities of the mobile services industry, it is required that participating 

firms align their strategic postures; otherwise it would have negative impact on the 

speed of adoption and may lead to failure. Aligning strategic postures requires 

collaboration and requires that firms contribute with complementary specialized 

resources and capabilities to this collaboration. 

2) Since collaboration is required in order to succeed, it becomes important to find 

attractive partners. Attractiveness of partners is measured by: 1) the strength of their 

resources and capabilities, and 2) their willingness to cooperate in joint innovation and 

marketing of CPSOs. 
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3.3 STRATEGIC ALLIANCES 

Dyer and Singh (1998) argued that neither the industry-structure view (Porter, 1985) nor the 

resource-based view (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994) captured all of the sources of firms‘ 

competitive advantage. Instead, their main assumption was that a firm‘s critical resources may 

extend beyond its boundaries, and that combining resources of different firms may realize a 

competitive advantage over other firms. They discussed the importance of firms‘ external 

networks and the influence of inter-firm relationships on firms‘ performance.  

Traditionally, cooperative strategies have been considered an approach inferior to those of 

internal growth or acquisitions. Cooperative agreements started being established more as 

forced means to work around unfavorable government regulations, such as protectionist entry 

barriers or investment laws (Contractor and Lorange 1988). However, since then companies 

have realized the benefits that cooperative behavior can bring. Studies have shown that across 

all business sectors strategic alliances increased by over 25% in the 1990s (Contractor and 

Lorange, 2002).  

 

MOTIVES FOR ENTERING STRATEGIC ALLIANCES 

Table 5 presents the factors that motivate firms to enter strategic alliances. I have categorized 

the motives into two groups: external and internal motives. These groups of motives seem to 

be complementary, in the meaning that an external factor that urges firms to engage in 

cooperative strategies is mirrored by an internal factor that reinforces the motivation. For 

example, a challenge from a changing external environment (such as a technological 

discontinuity, for instance) creates an initial stimulus for forming an alliance by creating an 

opportunity or a threat. What happens inside an organization then is that it can:  

a) feel it lacks resources necessary to tackle that technological discontinuity,  

b) decide that the investment requirements necessary to tackle it are too high, and that risks 

should be spread, and/or  

c) realize it needs to pursue the new market opportunity or deal with the threat very fast. 

If the company also believes that the transaction costs of an alliance are less that pursuing 

internal development or acquiring another company, then there is a clear motivation for an 

alliance strategy.  

 Traditionally, the most common motive for alliances was gaining access to foreign markets 

or benefiting from scale economies, and alliances were rarely used for innovative purposes 
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(Duysters and de Man, 2003). However, in the last decade, firms have become more driven by 

such motives as knowledge acquisition and learning. 

 Most of the motives presented in Table 5 are self-explanatory, especially the external 

factors. One factor that I would like to explain in more detail is co-opting. Doz and Hamel 

(1998, p. 4) define co-option as turning ―potential competitors into allies and providers of 

complementary goods and services that allow new businesses to develop‖. Doz and Hamel 

(1998) propose two types of co-option: complementor co-option (making coalitions stronger 

by bringing providers of complementary goods into alliances) and competitor co-option 

(bringing potential rivals into the alliance to neutralize their threat). Co-option is used to: 1) 

create a critical mass in increased competition; 2) help a company become a "node" in a 

network so it can lead the development of new industries and competitive arenas and 

command most of the profits. 

The notion of co-option is also referred to as co-opetition by other authors. Nalebuff and 

Brandenburger (1996) urged firms to pay notice to other firms that provide complementary 

rather than competing products and services.  

  

Table 5. Motives for entering strategic alliances 

Source: Own analysis based on articles 

Motive Source 

External motives 

globalisation 
Child and Faulkner (1998), Doz and Hamel 

(1998) 

fast-changing technology / 

technological discontinuity 

Tushman and Anderson (1986), Child and 

Faulkner (1998) 

convergence 

Harianto and Pennings (1994), Greenstein and 

Khanna (1997), Duysters and Hagedoorn (1998), 

Lei (2000) 

economic/competitive/market uncertainty 
Tushman and Anderson (1986), Child and 

Faulkner (1998), Bores et al. (2003) 

increased market demand Child and Faulkner (1998) 

shortening product lifecycles 
Child and Faulkner (1998), Duysters and 

Hagedoorn (1998) 

time-to-market pressure 
Lambe and Spekman (1997), Child and Faulkner 

(1998) 

increasing investment requirements (incl. 

R&D costs) 

Child and Faulkner (1998), Duysters and 

Hagedoorn (1998), Bores et al. (2003) 

government-mandated trade or investment Contractor and Lorange (1988) 
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barriers 

Internal motives 

entering new international markets 
Contractor and Lorange (1988), Bleeke and 

Ernst (1991) 

transaction cost / efficiency / cost 

minimization in meeting a need 
Kogut (1988), Child and Faulkner (1998) 

achievement of economies of scale 
Contractor and Lorange (1988), Child and 

Faulkner (1998) 

risk reduction 
Contractor and Lorange (1988), Child and 

Faulkner (1998) 

feeling of resource deficiencies 
Contractor and Lorange (1988), Child and 

Faulkner (1998) 

access to the benefits of other firm‘s assets 

Contractor and Lorange (1988), Bleeke and 

Ernst (1991), Harianto and Pennings (1994), 

Lambe and Spekman (1997), Greenstein and 

Khanna (1997), Child and Faulkner (1998), Lei 

(2000) 

synergies from complementary resources 

Kogut (1988), Contractor and Lorange (1988), 

Doz and Hamel (1998), Athreye and Keeble 

(2000) 

organizational learning (transfer of tacit 

knowledge) 

Kogut (1988), Harianto and Pennings (1994),  

Powell et al. (1996), Child and Faulkner (1998), 

Doz and Hamel (1998), Lei (2000) 

co-opting or blocking competition 
Contractor and Lorange (1988), Doz and Hamel 

(1998) 

need to influence future standards 

(dominant design establishment) 

Tushman and Anderson (1986), Greenstein and 

Khanna (1997), Bores et al. (2003) 

monitoring several technological 

developments / industries 
Duysters and Hagedoorn (1998), Lei (2000) 
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TYPES/FORMS 

Strategic alliances can take many different forms. They can be established between non-

competing firms in different industries, as well as between competitors (but non-collusive in 

nature) (McGee et al., 2005). Strategic alliances between competitors (non-collusive) can take 

the forms of: 

 shared supply alliances, where firms of similar size come to share only one stage in the 

development/production process (e.g. in automotive and electronics industries), 

 complementary alliances, where competitors contribute assets that are different in 

nature, to produce/market a common product (e.g. in automotive and telecom 

industries), 

 quasi-concentration alliances, which covers the entire production process and involves 

similar inputs from all allies, but is not considered collusive because it is clearly 

visible to the customers (e.g. in aerospace and defense industries). 

The different forms that alliances between non-competitors can take are: Joint ventures, 

licensing agreements, co-production, management/marketing service agreements, R&D 

partnerships, etc. Strategic alliances between non-competitors can be set up with the 

following objectives: 

 entering new geographic markets 

 integrating vertically up or down in the supply chain 

 diversification into unrelated industries 

Child and Faulkner (1998) claim that strategic alliances differ from other forms of 

cooperative agreements because they are created with a fundamental purpose of 

organizational learning. In a strategic alliance there exists a crucial assumption that involved 

parties would attempts to become competent in the skills provided by each other. In order for 

a strategic alliance to maximize its effectiveness, both or all partners would develop their 

competences as they learn from each other. 

Child and Faulkner (1998) suggest a taxonomy of alliance forms that categorizes strategic 

alliances based on 3 dimensions: scope of objectives, legal structure, and the number of 

partners involved.  
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Scope of the alliance: 

 Focused alliance: collaborative agreement set up by two or more companies, that has a 

clearly defined set of objectives to meet in a particular way (e.g. market entry) 

 Complex alliance: the parties involved commit large parts of its organization 

(sometimes the entire value chains) to the alliance, thus forming a larger enterprise but 

still retaining autonomy and distinct images. 

Corporate entity (legal form of the alliance): 

 Joint venture: a legally separate entity is created where the founding organizations are 

shareholders, thus the alliances becomes a company of its own. 

 Collaboration: a flexible form of agreement, however there‘s a higher risk of 

opportunistic behavior as the motivation of partners may differ. 

Number of partners: An alliance may be formed between two partners, or a multitude of 

partners. A two-partner alliance is a more common form. An alliance with several partners is 

most often referred to in the literature as a consortium. A consortium is an informal alliance 

consisting of a group of firms/organizations, formed with a purpose of coordinating 

technological and market development activities (Hawkins, 1999). A consortium is normally 

formed to deal with a large-scale project. 

 

 

  
Figure 6.  A taxonomy of alliance forms 

Source: Child and Faulkner (1998), p. 106 
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To summarize, Child and Faulkner (1998) propose to look at the following parameters when 

categorizing strategic alliances: 

1) Is the objective of the alliance focused, or is there a complex relationship involving 

many parts of partners‘ value chains? 

2) Is it established an independent company co-owned by the partners, or is it a non-

equity flexible agreement? 

3) Are there two or more partners involved? 

According to Duysters and de Man (2003), a particular alliance type called transitory alliance, 

has replaced equity joint venture type as the most dominant in dynamic high-tech sectors 

since the 1980s. Duysters and de Man (2003, p. 52) define transitory alliances as ―particularly 

short-lived non-equity alliances that focus on completing narrowly defined tasks in a very 

short time frame‖.  
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STRATEGIC ALLIANCES AND THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

Based on the propositions of the literature on strategic alliances, I identify two main points 

relevant for answering the research question: 

1) The motives for entering alliances that come from the external environment are: 

a. globalization 

b. fast-changing technology / 

c. technological discontinuity 

d. convergence 

e. economic/competitive/market uncertainty 

f. increased market demand 

g. shortening product lifecycles 

h. time-to-market pressure 

i. increasing investment requirements (incl. R&D costs) 

j. government-mandated trade or investment barriers 

2) The motives for entering alliances that come from within the firm are: 

a. entering new international markets 

b. transaction cost / efficiency / cost minimization in meeting a need 

c. achievement of economies of scale 

d. risk reduction 

e. feeling of resource deficiencies 

f. access to the benefits of other firm‘s assets 

g. synergies from complementary resources 

h. organizational learning (transfer of tacit knowledge) 

i. co-opting or blocking competition 

j. need to influence future standards (dominant design establishment) 

k. monitoring several technological developments / industries 
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3.4 SUMMARY OF ISSUES RELEVANT TO THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

Summarizing, I have identified what drives convergence and the implications convergence 

may have on the industry and firms‘ strategies. In addition, I have taken into consideration 

peculiarities of the mobile services industry as approached by the compound product-service 

offering framework. Finally, I have spelled out motives for forming strategic alliances, caused 

both by factors coming from external environments, as well as motives coming from within 

the firm.  

In the next section I provide descriptions of the case companies‘ strategies, focusing special 

attention on their activities in the mobile services industry segment.  
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4. INTRODUCING THE CASE COMPANIES 

The case companies chosen for this analysis – Nokia, Apple and Google – represent very 

different paths that nevertheless brought these companies into the same competition space. 

Nokia has been primarily known as a mobile phone maker – an absolute market leader 

globally. Apple is a legendary computer hardware and desktop software maker. Google is a 

pure Internet company that offers all of its products for free and generates almost all of its 

profits from advertising.  

Clearly these companies come from very different backgrounds.  However, in the last few 

years they ended up stepping on each other‘s turf in ways that have transformed the 

previously rather distinct industries. The area where they find themselves competing against 

each other has been considered a potential goldmine for almost a decade – the field of mobile 

services.  

4.1 BRIEF HISTORY OF THE MOBILE INTERNET 

Figure 7 shows the value ecosystem
ii
 of mobile communications, as presented in an article 

from 2001. Device makers and retailers, providers of underlying infrastructure and network 

operators, content and platform owners and services providers – all come together to enable 

the provision of wireless Internet services.  

The mobile services industry has received a lot of attention from businesses and academia, 

starting after the deregulation legislative acts of the late 1990s, and the subsequent 

developments in mobile networks. When the GSM network standard was introduced in 

Europe, and CDMA took off in the US, provision of mobile services seemed to be within 

everyone‘s reach. Those were what are now called the second generation (2G) standards. 

However, due to the insufficient technological capabilities of those networks, combined with 

lack of sufficiently powerful devices, and further combined with confusing post-deregulation 

market structures, the vision that the industry then had of people freely using mobile services 

did not come true. 2G phones still account for the majority of mobile phone sales, but the 

development of mobile services moved to another arena – smartphones. 

   

                                                 
ii
 The complexity of the industry in question, with its multiple players coming from different directions, justify 

using the value ecosystem concept (Knutsen and Overby, 2004; Funk, 2001). 
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With the advent of 3G networks in mid-2000s, as well as the sweeping penetration of the 

World Wide Web into the lives of consumers all over the world, the provision of mobile 

services once again became a very attractive opportunity. However, the market structures that 

had developed by then in Europe and the US represented serious impediments to innovation 

in the mobile services field.  

In Europe, the lead role in technological development is played by device manufacturers, 

such as Nokia, while numerous network operators focus on handset distribution and service 

provision in different European countries. Moreover, Europe accommodates a very 

fragmented pattern of population, culture, and language. Back in the early and mid-2000s, 

after having made substantial investments in 3G licenses, the operators in different European 

countries started offering their own content services, such as for instance the Vodafone Live! 

content portal targeted at your people launched in 2002. However, this lead to a ―walled 

garden‖ approach that locked mobile services inside fragmented consumer bases that 

belonged to different operators in different European countries.  

The US market did not have the same issue of market fragmentation like in Europe. 

However, the market structure that had formed in the US by mid-2000s also did not facilitate 

innovation in the mobile services field. The US market was dominated by a handful of 

Figure 7. Mobile telecommunications value ecosystem 

Source: Adopted from Sigurdson (2001), p. 17 
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operators, which provided the service and distributed handsets. Mobile handsets were 

designed together with device manufacturers for, and only available with, specific operators. 

Once a handset was bought, the user was locked-in with this operator, both in terms of mobile 

services he/she could use and even in terms of the device itself, which could not be used with 

any other operator and could not be unlocked
1
.  

Both in Europe and the US, the operators started to give in their ―walled garden‖ approach 

around mid-2000s
2
, although in the US it is still a big issue.  The launch of Apple‘s iPhone 

has given a much needed boost to the diffusion of mobile services in the US, and had a 

significant impact on the mobile industry in general, generating more mobile Internet usage 

than ever before. It finally gave content providers proper access to the users. 

The next three chapters present the stories of the three companies used as cases for this 

research – Nokia, Apple and Google. 
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4.2 CASE 1: NOKIA 

Nokia Corporation headquartered in Espoo, Finland, is the world‘s leading mobile handset 

manufacturer. Nokia started off as a Finnish manufacturer of goods as diverse as rubber, 

paper, cables and TVs. In 1992 Nokia made a strategic decision to concentrate on 

telecommunications, after which all non-telecommunication businesses Nokia owned were 

divested. Nokia gained worldwide market share throughout the 1990s and had achieved 

worldwide market leadership by 1998
3
.  

Nokia weathered a small crisis between 2003 and 2005, where it had become somewhat 

complacent on product design, was slow at incorporating new features and missed the trend 

towards new killer applications like the integration of cameras, mp3 players and the growing 

trend towards clamshell phones as the most popular phone design. As a result of this, Nokia‘s 

market share fell for almost two years against its nearest rivals, and profitability suffered
4
. 

Since then, Nokia has reversed this trend and remains overall market leader, currently with 

36.8 percent market share in all mobile devices, and 45 percent share in the smartphone 

segment (Gartner report, Aug 2009
5
). Nokia is also recognized as the 5

th
 most valuable brand 

in the world (Interbrand ranking, 2009
6
). 

In May 2008, Nokia announced a major shift in the overall strategy of the company. It 

outlined its new position as becoming an ―Internet company‖, rather than continuing to be 

regarded as a device manufacturer
7
. Quoting Nokia‘s CEO Olli-Pekka Kallasvuo: "Our goal is 

to act less like a traditional manufacturer, and more like an internet company. Companies 

such as Apple, Google, and Microsoft are not our traditional competitors, but they are major 

forces that must be reckoned with. Make no mistake: We are taking on these challenges 

seriously and aggressively."
8
 

 This change did not come out of the blue, as Nokia‘s most recent history shows a series of 

launches, collaborations and acquisitions that clearly pointed in that direction.  

 

NOKIA AND THE MOBILE INTERNET SERVICES 

Nokia had been working on mobile Internet services long before its strategic announcement. 

Some services, such as mobile search and maps, had been offered as part of the experience on 

Nokia‘s smartphones as early as 2005
9
. Nokia also was offering services from such Internet 

companies as Yahoo! and Six Apart as early as 2005
10

. On top of that, Nokia had previously 

stepped into the field of mobile gaming by launching a handheld gaming console/ mobile 

phone N-Gage in 2003
11

.  
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But it becomes rather obvious how serious Nokia has been about establishing its leadership 

in the mobile Internet arena, when one looks at the recent history of Nokia‘s acquisitions (see 

Table 7). From 2006 until October 2009, Nokia has undertaken a row of acquisitions in areas 

such as digital maps and location-based services, music, mobile advertising, social 

networking, messaging and address-book services.  

  

Table 7. Nokia‘s acquisitions related to mobile Internet services 

Source: Own analysis 

 

Year Month Company acquired Business type 

2006 Aug 

gate5 
mapping, routing and navigation software and 

services 

Loudeye 
digital music platforms and digital media 

distribution services 

2007 

Jul Twango media sharing solution 

Sep Enpocket mobile advertising 

Oct NAVTEQ digital map information 

2008 
June 

Plazes context-aware social-activity service 

Symbian Limited  

Sep OZ Communications consumer mobile messaging solutions 

2009 

Jan bit-side mobile location applications 

Mar (a stake in) Obopay mobile banking service 

Jul cellity Address book 2.0 tool  

Sep Plum social media sharing and messaging service  

 Dopplr social networking service for travellers 

 

In August 2007, Nokia made two important announcements about its plans to launch a 

comprehensive portal for Internet services – Ovi – in the nearest future. As part of Ovi, Nokia 

announced Nokia Music Store and the new N-Gage mobile gaming service
12

. In December 

that year, a more detailed plan of what Ovi was going to offer was made public, and a public 

―beta‖ of Ovi went live around the world
13

.  

 As of October 2009, Ovi includes the following services
14

: 

 Contacts and Calendar – allows to synchronize your phone address book and calendar 

 Share – offering free unlimited storage for photos and videos 

 Mail – a free email account 

 Music – a music player and access to Nokia Music Store 

 Store – access to the Ovi store where one can download applications, games, etc. 
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 Maps – digital maps and navigation 

 Files – allows you to synchronize files between phone and computer, and access those 

files remotely 

 Games – N-Gage gaming service, offering a large library of games 

Another offering that Nokia announced back in December 2007, in which it rather boldly 

takes on Apple and its iTunes, as well as many operators that offer music downloads, was 

―Comes With Music‖. ―Comes With Music‖ gives people that purchase selected Nokia 

phones access to unlimited music downloading for a year.  

 In terms of mobile devices, Nokia has been facing serious challenges since the iPhone was 

released. The expectations of the consumers have changed substantially, and a touch-sensitive 

user interface has been on the agenda of most phone companies. In December 2008, Nokia 

unveiled its N97 devices, which, beside touch interface, featured a full slide-out QWERTY 

keyboard
15

. The device was fully equipped with Nokia‘s mobile services range. Another 

paramount launch happened in August 2009, when Nokia announced it would soon be selling 

a mini-laptop Nokia Booklet 3G
16

. 

 

SYMBIAN OPERATING SYSTEM 

An important acquisition by Nokia that was listed in Table 7 happened in June 2008, when 

Nokia offered to buy out all the shareholders in the joint venture Symbian Ltd. For the 

purpose of this paper‘s objectives, it is important to have an understanding of what this move 

by Nokia represents. 

Symbian operating system (further on referred to as Symbian OS) has its roots in a 

software company Psion, established in 1980. Psion was developing graphical operating 

systems for portable devices, mainly PDAs. In 1998, Psion‘s software was named Symbian, 

when a joint venture Symbian Ltd was formed between Nokia, Ericsson, Motorola and Psion, 

joined by Matsushita in 1999, Siemens in 2002 and Samsung in 2003. In 2004 Nokia stood as 

a primary owner of Symbian, having had bought stakes from Motorola and Psion
17

.  

The first phone based on Symbian OS, which came from Ericsson, became commercially 

available in 2000. Nokia‘s first device based on Symbian OS was the 9210 Communicator, 

which became available in 2001
18

. Nokia developed a user interface platform s60 that runs on 

Symbian OS, which it has been using to provide user interface for its smartphones. Today, 

mobile devices based on Symbian OS account for 51 percent of the smartphone market, and 
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most of them are Nokia devices (Gartner report, Aug 2009
19

). Besides the shareholding 

companies, Symbian OS was licensed to such device makers as, for instance, BenQ, Lenovo, 

Sharp. 

In 2008 Nokia acquired the remaining 52 percent of shares in Symbian. Shortly after 

announcing its plans to become the full owner of Symbian, Nokia announced the Symbian 

Foundation together with Sony Ericsson, Motorola, NTT DOCOMO, AT&T, LG Electronics, 

Samsung Electronics, STMicroelectronics, Texas Instruments and Vodafone
20

. The primary 

purpose of the foundation is to oversee the move towards making Symbian OS fully open 

source (see Appendix 1 for insights into the origins of open source), which is planned to 

happen as early as mid-2010
21

. At least 20 new members have joined the foundation since its 

announcement, including mobile operators, software providers and semiconductor vendors. 
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4.3 CASE 2: APPLE 

Apple was founded in 1976 in California, USA, incorporated in 1977 and went public in 

1980. Back then and to this day, the company has been focused on designing personal 

computers and throughout the years has come out with Apple, Lisa, Macintosh, and, most 

recently, iMac brands of computers, as well as the MacBook laptop brand. Besides the 

hardware, Apple‘s computers have been powered by Apple‘s own operating system and have 

offered a set of software programs.  

Since 2001 Apple has also extended its hardware and software product portfolio to include 

a portable media player iPod, a set-top video device Apple TV, the software suit iLife. It also 

launched into digital media industry by launching iTunes music player and iTunes Music 

Store. Another launch by Apple, which was outside of Apple‘s traditional industry space, and 

which has proven its paramount importance for the mobile industry, has been the iPhone. 

 

APPLE‘S FIRST STEPS IN THE MOBILE INDUSTRY
iii

 

Apple took its first dip into the mobile phone market when they paired up with Motorola in 

2004 to develop handsets with full iTunes integration
22

. Only one phone came out of that 

collaboration – ROKR E1, launched in September 2005
iv

 
23

. Despite the high anticipation of 

the market, the phone proved to be a failure and sold poorly
24

. According to inside sources, 

Apple‘s first and only collaboration with a phone manufacturer was problematic, and they 

were disappointed with the looks and performance of the final device, and so were the users. 

It was rumored that the release of the highly successful iPod Nano, which happened the same 

day as ROKR‘s, had it fact been planned by Apple to offset bad publicity they were expecting 

from the ROKR
25

. 

 Apple‘s CEO Steve Jobs knew Motorola‘s CEO Ed Zander from Zander‘s days as an 

executive at Sun Microsystems. Jobs also wished to bypass the carriers, which would surely 

have made things complicated considering the tight grip the US carriers have on the market. 

Motorola had a relationship with a carrier Cingular, and cooperating with both would help 

Apple stay out of most of the hardware issues, and concentrate on the music software 

development for the phone instead. Jobs was expecting that Motorola would come out with a 

                                                 
iii

 All insider details in this case are based on the article ‗The Untold Story: How the iPhone Blew Up the 

Wireless Industry‘ (Jan 2008) published in Wired, available at: 

http://www.wired.com/gadgets/wireless/magazine/16-02/ff_iphone?currentPage=1 
iv
 Motorola did launch another phone with iTunes integration – SLVR L7, but Apple‘s brand name did not 

feature in marketing communication 
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phone as special as their RAZR, which has been one of the most successful phones of all 

times. Unfortunately, what Jobs witnessed after some development time passed and the first 

prototype was ready, was not attractive at all. To make things worse, in the process the 

companies took a long time to argue over every detail, including how much each of their 

logos would be displayed
26

.  

 The companies did finish the development of ROKR, and Jobs did the necessary publicity 

for it, trying to present the device in a pleasant light. However, he had already learned from 

the mistakes of this collaboration, and started thinking of the next move, and Motorola was 

not part of the plans. Shortly after ROKR‘s launch in September that year, and before having 

any carrier agreements, Apple started designing what would become the iPhone. 

Then Apple decided to test the water with Cingular. Cingular was the only US carrier that 

had agreed to distribute Motorola‘s iTunes phone
v
 
27

. Already in February 2005, when the 

ROKR handset went to production, Apple started discussions with Cingular to develop 

another phone, this time without Motorola‘s involvement. The discussions were top-secret 

and were held in a hotel in Manhattan, with several Cingular executives present, including 

Stan Sigman who was the key person to convince. Job‘s message to Cingular was that Apple 

had the technology to build something truly revolutionary, "light-years ahead of anything 

else" (quoted from an article in Wired
28

). Apple was prepared to strike an exclusive 

distribution agreement with Cingular, but it also wanted to have full power in the decision-

making. Jobs also made it clear to Cingular that he would bring the idea to other operators if 

Cingular does not cooperate. As a last resort, Apple was even prepared to buy whole-sale 

wireless minutes and to become a virtual wireless carrier itself by reselling minutes to 

consumers. 

Apple wanted to have full control over hardware and software-related decisions this time – 

a deal structure that was unthinkable at the time, considering the power balance of the US 

wireless industry
vi

. The negotiations with Cingular took more than a year. During the 

negotiation period, Apple also tried to approach Verizon, but got turned down.  

 Sigman and his team were selling the idea inside Cingular using the following rationales. 

They saw the potential in the increased amount of data traffic that the new device could bring. 

Plus, the market was getting saturated and it was becoming more difficult to ―steal‖ customers 

from other carriers. The Apple device would offer the necessary ―sex appeal‖ to Cingular 

                                                 
v
 Verizon and Sprint were working on their own music services and were most likely seeing Apple with its 

iTunes as a dangerous competitor 
vi
 In the US, there are only a few major network carriers. They have significant market power and have 

traditionally been dictating phone manufacturers what kind of handsets to make.  
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product line-up. Although no other US carrier had ever given a device company the level of 

control that Apple was requiring, Sigman did fear that if they turned Apple down, another 

operator would accept the deal
29

. However, it proved to be a hard sell with Cingular‘s Board.  

 Meanwhile, the internal development of the phone and its operating system were well 

underway. When deciding on the operating system design, Apple‘s engineering looked 

carefully at Linux. However, Jobs rejected any idea of using anyone else‘s software.  In total, 

Apple used about 2.5 years and estimated $150 million to develop the iPhone and the 

operating system for it 
30

, and the project was conducted in the atmosphere of top-secrecy. 

When Apple employees travelled to visit Cingular, they would sign as employees of another 

company.  

When the iPhone was revealed in January 2007 (almost 6 months prior to the official 

launch), Apple announced it had signed an exclusive distribution deal with Cingular 
31

 

(shortly after that Cingular changed its name to AT&T
vii

). It also became known then that 

Apple had been working together with Google and Yahoo on some of the phone features: 

Google provided its popular search engine, as well as the Maps and YouTube applications, 

and Yahoo offered push email service for their users 
32

.  

 

AFTER THE IPHONE LAUNCH 

The iPhone went on sale in the United States on June 29, 2007 and 270.000 phones were sold 

in the first 2 days
33

, accompanied by intense media attention. The phone featured multi-touch 

screen with a virtual keyboard, Wi-Fi connectivity, Safari browser for web browsing, 

integrated iPod, and iTunes synchronization – amongst other things
34

. 

Earlier that month, during Apple‘s Worldwide Developers conference, Apple announced 

that its upcoming phone would support third-party developed web applications
35

, which 

created a lot of anticipation in the developer communities. In October 2007, by which over 1 

million iPhones had been sold
36

, Apple announced unofficially in its blog that a software 

development kit (SDK) for the iPhone and iPod Touch
viii

 would be released in early 2008 
37

. 

The SDK was officially announced in March 2008 and immediately made available for 

developers in beta
38

. Four months since the beta launch, the iPhone SDK had been 

                                                 
vii

 Cingular acquired AT&T Wireless back in 2004, but in 2007 decided to combine both brands under the name 

of AT&T 
viii

 iPod touch was added to the iPod family in September 2007. It had similar design to the iPhone, featured Wi-

Fi and a browser, as well as most of the other application available on the iPhone.  
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downloaded over 250.000 times. Developers included companies like eBay, AOL, 

Salesforce.com, Walt Disney, and many others 
39

.  

In summer 2008 Apple came out globally with a 3G version of the iPhone with in-built 

GPS. At the same time, an App Store was launched, where over 500 applications developed 

using the SDK were already available for download 
40

. In the first weekend, Apple sold one 

million iPhones 3G and over 10 million applications were downloaded from the App Store
41

.  

Another important launch that happened in connection with the new iPhone release, was 

Apple‘s new Internet services suite called MobileMe, which is an evolution of Apple‘s earlier 

online service .Mac. MobileMe is a subscription-based storage and synchronization solution 

that allows users to seamlessly use, store, update and synchronize such services as address 

book, email, calendar, photos, browser bookmarks and more, on Apple computers, the 

iPhone, the iPod Touch and PCs 
42

.  

In March 2009, Apple announced an upcoming update for the iPhone software, as well as 

the App Store 
43

. Most recently, in June 2009, Apple released the iPhone 3GS, and sold over 1 

million models in the first three days
44

.  

It has been rumored lately that Apple is planning on launching a tablet device
ix

 in the 

beginning of 2010
45

, which would be another game-changing move from Apple.  

According to the latest report from Gartner, at the end of the second quarter of 2009 

Apple‘s share in the smartphone market was 13.3 percent, and it has more than quadrupled 

since the second quarter of 2008
46

. The same report attributes such growth in market share to 

the successful integration of the iPhone with applications and Internet services. The App Store 

currently offers more than 85,000 applications and has recently marked its two billionth 

download
47

.   

 

 

  

                                                 
ix

 A tablet device is a small wireless personal computer (a size of a notepad) that normally features a digital pen 

that can write on a touch screen. In Apple‘s case it would most likely be featuring a finger-sensitive screen. 
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CASE 3: GOOGLE 

Google was founded in 1998 in California, USA, and back then was focused on developing a 

web search engine. As the search engine started gaining popularity, they began selling 

advertising that associated with keywords people searched for. In 2004 Google went public, 

and since then has started expanding into other Internet services like email, chat, news, video, 

etc., as well as developing its advertising platform
48

. It has also launched a number of desktop 

software applications like Google Earth and Picasa. 

 

GOOGLE IN THE MOBILE INDUSTRY 

Google started eyeing the wireless field as early as 2000, when it was chosen by OmniSky – a 

wireless Internet service provider in the US – to provide its Internet search engine for the 

handheld devices that OmniSky serviced 
49

. Table 8 demonstrates that in 2000-2001, while 

Google was just in the beginning of its rise as the leading Internet search engine, it was 

already actively exploring the wireless Internet market possibilities, by forming alliances with 

various companies in the field, such as operators and web browser developers. Google‘s 

ambitions to establish itself as a leading search provider in the mobile segment stretched as 

far as Europe, with deals made with an operator Vodafone
50

.  

These strategic developments are not surprising considering the commercial introduction 

of WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) services based on 2G standards in most advanced 

countries back in 2000 (Ahonen, Kasper and Melkko, 2004). There were a lot of expectations 

to WAP in the industry, and it gave rise to many new and established companies entering the 

space. However, WAP turned out to be a failure, due to various technological and market 

factors (Sigurdson, 2001). 

 

Table 8. Google‘s alliances in the mobile field, 2000-2001 

Source: Own analysis 

Year Month Partner Business type Partnership 

2000 

May 
OmniSky wireless Internet Google Search 

ePods Internet appliances Google Search 

Jul 
GiantBear.com  wireless Application Services Google Search 

Shadowpack enhanced wireless environment Google Search 

Aug 
Nextel 

Communications 
wireless communications services Google Search 

Sep Pixo wireless software platform and Google Search 
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services 

Neomar WAP Browser Google Search 

Nov Palm handheld computers, MyPalm portal Google Search 

2001 

Jan Chilipadi Malaysia's Mobile Content Portal Google Search 

Feb 

Vizzavi 

(Vodafone and 

Vivendi Universal 

joint venture) 

European multi-access portal Google Search 

Apr 
Yahoo! Yahoo! Everywhere mobile portal Google Search 

Vodafone mobile Internet portal Google Search 

May 
Handspring web browser for Palm OS handhelds Google Search 

Sprint wireless carrier Google Search 

Jul Cingular Wireless wireless carrier Google Search 

Oct AT&T Wireless wireless carrier Google Search 

 

It was not until 2005 that Google resumed its attempts to establish itself in the mobile Internet 

space (see Table 9). In May 2005, Google launched a mobile service for its blog publishing 

system Blogger. Blogger users were then able create messages and post photos taken with 

their camera phones directly to their blogs 
51

. One month later, the new Google Mobile Web 

Search was released 
52

. Since then and until end of 2008, Google released mobile versions of 

most of its Internet services. Three recent products launched or previewed by Google between 

February and May of 2009, which represent significant importance for the mobile services 

industry, are Google Latitude
53

, Google Voice
54

 and Google Wave
55

.  

 Google Latitude is a location-aware mobile application that maps users‘ geographical 

location on Google Maps. It is compatible with most mobile platforms for smartphones, 

including Android, Symbian s60 and the iPhone.  

 Google Voice is a telecommunication service, that lets users create a special Google phone 

number, control call forwarding, voicemail, SMS services, etc. through a Web-based interface 

that looks like Gmail, and access services like call history and transcription of voicemail 

messages to text emails. Google Voice is currently only available in the US.  

 Google Wave is a communication and collaboration tool, which unites email, instant 

messaging and threaded conversations that have become so popular from the use of social 

networking and microblogging sites like Facebook and Twitter. Google Wave is currently in 

active development and Google plans to release it as an open source platform. 
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Table 9. Google‘s mobile product/service launches and related events 

Source: Own analysis 

Year Month Product 

2004 Oct Google SMS 

2005 

Apr Google Local for mobile 

May Blogger Mobile   

Jun Google Mobile Web Search 

Nov Google Maps for mobile 

Dec Gmail Mobile 

2006 

Jan Google Personalized Home for mobile 

Feb Google News for mobile 

Apr mobile ads in Japan 

Aug Google CEO Dr. Eric Schmidt Joins Apple‘s Board of Directors 

Nov Gmail mobile client 

2007 

May Google Checkout for mobile 

June 
YouTube for mobile 

Google Calendar for mobile 

Jul 

Picasa Web Albums for mobile 

intends to participate in the federal government‘s upcoming auction of the 

700 MHz wireless spectrum 

Sep Google AdSense for Mobile 

Nov version 2.0 of Google Maps for mobile With "My Location" Technology 

Dec Google for iPhone application 

2008 
Oct Google Earth on iPhone and iPod touch 

Nov New Version of Google Mobile App for iPhone, now with Voice Search 

2009 

Feb Google Latitude 

Mar a preview of Google Voice 

May a preview of Google Wave 

Jul Google Voice mobile app for Blackberry and Android 

 

ANDROID OPERATING SYSTEM AND THE OPEN HANDSET ALLIANCE 

In July 2005, Google acquired a startup called Android, which, by then, was only 22-months 

old
56

. Android was co-founded by Andy Rubin, a well-known Silicon Valley entrepreneur. 

Before Android, Rubin also founded Danger – the company behind the popular T-Mobile‘s 

Sidekick phones
x
. Back in 2005, little was known to the public about what Android was 

working on. However, rumors that it might have been an operating system for mobile phones, 

sent signals of where Google might be heading with this acquisition, as the media started 

                                                 
x
 Danger was acquired by Microsoft in February 2008 
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talking about a possibility of a ―Google Phone‖ or a ―gPhone‖ being on the way. For the next 

couple of years, rumors circulated of Google working on either a phone or an operating 

system for mobile phones. Various tech media reported that Google had been approaching US 

wireless carriers AT&T, T-Mobile USA, Sprint Nextel and Verizon Wireless about what was 

believed to be discussions on mobile handsets customized to Google products, and, possibly, 

far more than that
57

. Google‘s advances were apparently met with at least some of the carriers 

taking a very defensive position. Verizon Wireless chose not to integrate Google‘s search 

engine tightly into its phones because of perceived Google‘s ambitions to get a large share of 

ad revenue generated through mobile search. Verizon Wireless CEO Lowell McAdam was 

quoted by the media talking about Google‘s ambitions to integrate its mobile search engine 

into phones offered by Verizon: "What this really boils down to is a battle for the mobile ad 

dollar. They want a disproportionate share of the revenue" (quote from a Wall Street Journal 

article, Aug 2007
58

).  

As another interesting development, in July 2007, Google announced its intention to bid in 

the US federal government‘s auction of wireless spectrum in the 700 megahertz (4G 

related)
59

, which could essentially turn Google into an operator and place it directly on the 

turf of the companies it had been trying to approach for collaborations. Google did not win 

the auction – Verizon did. But really Google‘s objective in filing its bid was primarily to urge 

the Federal Communications Commission to keep the consumers‘ interests as the first priority 

when making its final decision, by setting conditions for the winner to keep the following four 

areas open: application, devices, services and networks. Google‘s view is that consumers 

should not be restricted in what applications they are able use, they should be able to choose 

what operators they use for their own devices, and that third-party providers should have 

more legitimate leverage over access to those consumers. 

In November 2007, it became clear that Google had been far more ambitious than the 

media had been speculating, when Google announced it had initiated a large consortium of 

firms, named the Open Handset Alliance, which at the time of the announcements consisted 

of 34 founding members
60

. The members included handset makers HTC and Motorola, an 

operator T-Mobile and an array of software companies. At the same time, the Open Handset 

Alliance revealed the first product they had been working on – the Android platform for 

mobile phones, based on Linux. The platform was announced to be consisting of an operating 

system, middleware
xi

, a user-friendly interface and applications
61

. The main selling 

                                                 
xi

 Software that connects software components or applications and ensures their interoperability 
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proposition for the platform was its openness to application developers, provided by the open 

source approach and the fact that the platform would not be tied to any particular device or a 

manufacturer brand. The software development kit (SDK) for developing applications for 

Android was released promptly after the initial platform announcement
62

. The first phones 

based on Google‘s operating system were announced to be expected in the second half of 

2008.  

Another interesting initiative that was announced a few days before the Open Handset 

Alliance was the OpenSocial alliance
63

. Google took the initiative to bring together several 

social networking sites such as Bebo, Six Apart, Hi5, Friendster, LinkedIn, XING, Plaxo, its 

own Orkut, and some others, a week later also joined by MySpace. The purpose of the 

alliance was to implement a common Application Programming Interface (API)
xii

 between all 

social networking sites, allowing consumers to use and update content on various networks 

easily and seamlessly. Largely, this initiative was brought on by the ever-growing success of 

the social networking site Facebook, which utilized a strictly ―closed‖ approach in its 

strategy. Google had been criticizing Facebook for its ―walled garden‖ strategy quite openly.  

As for Android and the Open Handset Alliance, at the end of second quarter 2009, the 

share of Android‘s operating system on the market was just under 2 percent, but more 

handsets are expected by the end of 2009
64

. The consortium currently consists of 62 

members
65

.  HTC and Motorola have been joined by three more handset maker partners – LG, 

Samsung and Sony Ericsson, which means that now four out of top five handset makers in the 

world, which at the end of second quarter of 2009 jointly represented 40.3 percent market 

share, have joined Google‘s consortium. HTC is not in the top five for overall device sales, 

but it is number four in the smartphone segment, right after Nokia, Research in Motion and 

Apple
66

.  

The two most famous handsets based on Android that have been released are HTC Dream 

(sold as G1 by T-Mobile USA), and HTC Magic, now sold in most countries including the US 

(with T-Mobile). By the end of 2009, there are planned to be at least 18 Android-based 

phones on the market worldwide
67

. 

 

  

                                                 
xii

 An application programming interface (API) is an interface that a software program implements in order to 

allow other software to interact with it 
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5. CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 

CASE COMPANIES AND CONVERGENCE 

CASE COMPANIES AND THE DRIVERS OF CONVERGENCE 

According to my theoretical analysis, convergence is caused by the interplay between the 

evolution of technology, regulatory thinking, managerial creativity, and changes in consumer 

needs caused by socio-economic developments. The occurrence of more than one of these 

factors at the same time can accelerate the convergence process. 

 In the case of the mobile Internet industry, technological developments such as the 

emergence of mobile phones and the Internet itself were the early drivers towards 

convergence. The evolution of regulatory thinking, represented by The Telecommunications 

Act of 1996 and a similar legislation by the European Commission in 1998, liberalized the 

telecommunications sectors in the US and Europe respectively (Mayer-Schönberger and 

Strasser, 1999). More technological developments such as the evolution of wireless network 

standards to 3G and the corresponding improvements in the mobile devices, as well as the 

outstanding success of the fixed Internet services, all were pointing in the direction where 

people would one day be able to use the Internet effortlessly from advanced mobile devices. 

Meanwhile, socio-economic developments, such as globalization, have been slowly making 

consumer needs across the markets more similar.  

In our empirical cases, two of the companies – Google and Nokia – have been involved in 

the mobile field since at least the early 2000s. Nokia started out focusing on devices and 

networks, while Google, being an Internet company, started testing the water with WAP 

services. Starting in mid-2000s, both companies became much more active in working on 

various mobile Internet services initiatives. Due to managerial creativity in coming up with 

innovative services and ways of delivering them, as well as creativity in setting up alliances 

and scanning the environment for innovative start-ups to acquire – due to all of this the 

mobile Internet services emerged as an increasingly converged industry.   

But it is Apple‘s iPhone that, in this context, acts as the final important ingredient to the 

accelerated convergence process. It represented major technological change, a unique 

example of managerial creativity in terms of product design, business model, and in the way 

Apple used it to decrease the power of the operators in the US market, ―breaking them in‖ for 

the rest of the industry players.  
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CASE COMPANIES AND THE IMPLICATIONS OF CONVERGENCE 

Table 10 presents my take on the implications of convergences on the case companies. In 

terms of industry-level implications, redefinition of industry boundaries has positioned the 

three firms in the same competitive space. As the emerging industry is still in an uncertain 

state, the competition is severe. The three companies are clearly engaged in a battle for 

dominant design, as the iPhone, Symbian OS and Android represent competing platforms for 

advanced mobile services delivery. New launches and initiatives by the three companies are 

increasingly innovative and offer increasingly advanced functionality. Demand patterns 

evolve as people who purchase innovative handsets are using the mobile Internet services 

more, and the network effect is kicking in.  

 As for the firm level implications, Nokia seems to be in a different position from the other 

two companies. Having been an absolute market leader in mobile devices, it was lacking the 

competences necessary to succeed in the Internet services field. It had to build them relatively 

from scratch by internal development, a series of acquisitions and alliances. Thus Nokia is 

more exposed to the dilemma between path dependence and convergence that the other two 

firms and it was more in danger of being stuck with an obsolete competence set.  

 On the other hand, Apple was being more of an aggressor when it launched the iPhone, 

which was a potentially lucrative opportunity for diversification. Google‘s Android and the 

Open Handset Alliance initiatives also rather represented opportunities to diversify into the 

mobile segment in order to capitalize on advertising, which is already Google‘s core 

competency. However, Google‘s lack of experience with mobile operating systems compared 

to Nokia, as well as lack of hardware experience compared to Apple, places it in a weaker 

position to start with. Considering that many of the members of the Open Handset Alliance 

are also members of Nokia‘s Symbian Foundation, puts pressure on Google to deliver results 

faster. Lack of experience with mobile operating systems is then seen as a disadvantage 

caused by path dependence.  

 All the three firms had to integrate competences from external sources by use of alliances 

(and some also by acquisitions), which is consistent with the theoretical view that cooperative 

strategies are a necessity in the context of convergence, rather than a choice. 
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Table 10. Implications of convergence – case companies 

Source: Adapted from own analysis 

Industry-level implications Nokia Apple Google 

redefinition/erosion of industry boundaries v 

increased competition, changed nature of competition 

(uncertainty) 
v 

the set of products and their functionality expands v 

market demand patterns change v 

search for dominant design v 

Firm-level implications Nokia Apple Google 

significant changes in core competences and knowledge 

requirements of firms, current core competences can be rendered 

obsolete 

v   

dilemma between path dependence and convergence v  v 

opportunities for diversification  v v 

necessity to integrate competences and technologies from external 

sources 
v v v 
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CASE COMPANIES AND ALLIANCE STRATEGIES 

 

APPLE 

Most of Apple‘s alliances have been with wireless carriers worldwide (see Table 11). Apple‘s 

first alliance with a wireless carrier (Cingular) also involved a handset maker (Motorola). As 

previously described in the case description chapter, that alliance was Apple‘s first attempt at 

entering the mobile phone industry, and it did not prove successful.  

Following the proposed theoretical assumptions, the motives behind that alliance were the 

following. Apple had decided to pursue an opportunity to diversify into the mobile phone 

business, but it was feeling resource deficiencies related to mobile phone hardware and 

software. An alliance with a handset maker and an operator would give Apple access to 

highly complementary resources, help reduce the risk of venturing into a new business by 

sharing the development costs, and the learning coming from the joint development process 

would fill the competence gap. Moreover, the operator would give Apple access to its 

distribution network. 

As Apple was disappointed with the result that came out of the collaboration with 

Motorola, it decided to refrain to internal development, but to keep collaborating with an 

operator.    

All the alliances with operators since 2007, have been dedicated to distributing the iPhone 

to worldwide markets, and thus had more to do with access to distribution and entering new 

international markets. 
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Table 11. Apple‘s alliances in the mobile field, 2005-2008 

Source: Own analysis 

Year Month Partner Business type Partnership 

2005 Sep 
Motorola and 

Cingular Wireless 
mobile devices/wireless carrier 

mobile phone 

with iTunes 

2006     

2007 

Jan Cingular wireless carrier iPhone 

Jun 
Google Internet services 

YouTube app on 

iPhone 

AT&T wireless carrier (USA) iPhone 

Sep 

Starbucks cafe/WiFi 
iTunes, iPhone, 

iPod touch 

O2 wireless carrier (UK) iPhone 

T-Mobile wireless carrier (GE) iPhone 

Oct Orange wireless carrier (FR) iPhone 

2008 Jun 

Telstra wireless carrier (AUS) iPhone 3G 

América Móvil wireless carrier (Latin Am) iPhone 3G 

Bharti Airtel wireless carrier (India) iPhone 3G 

AT&T wireless carrier (USA) iPhone 3G 

Globe Telecom wireless carrier (Philippines) iPhone 3G 

Hutchison 

Telecom 
wireless carrier (Hong Kong) iPhone 3G 

O2 wireless carrier (UK and Ire) iPhone 3G 

SingTel wireless carrier (Singapore) iPhone 3G 

Rogers wireless carrier (CAN) iPhone 3G 

Orange 
wireless carrier (Austria, FR, 

Portugal and Switzerland) 
iPhone 3G 

Optus wireless carrier (AUS) iPhone 3G 

Softbank wireless carrier (JAP) iPhone 3G 

Swisscom wireless carrier (Switzerland) iPhone 3G 

Telecom Italia wireless carrier (Italy) iPhone 3G 

Telefónica wireless carrier (Spain) iPhone 3G 

TeliaSonera 
wireless carrier (DK, FIN, NO, 

Sweden) 
iPhone 3G 

T-Mobile wireless carrier (Austria, GE, NL) iPhone 3G 

Vodafone 
wireless carrier (AUZ, NZ, Italy, 

Portugal) 
iPhone 3G 
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GOOGLE 

Google‘s collaborations from 2000 to 2002 were formed with various ecosystem players in 

order to establish Google Mobile Search as the leading mobile search used on the WAP-

capable phones (see Table 8 in Case3). The companies that Google entered alliances with 

included wireless carriers, WAP browsers developers, developers of portable devices, and 

services portals. As the mobile Internet was only in the very beginning of the emerging stage, 

the motives behind those collaborations were more related to dealing with market uncertainty, 

fast-changing technology/technological discontinuity and organizational learning. 

 Between 2003 and 2005 there is a gap where Google did not form any alliances in the 

mobile-related field. As shown in Table 12, starting in 2006, which is when Google‘s 

strategic focus on mobile services becomes apparent, a number of alliances has been formed 

with device makers (Motorola, Sony Ericsson, Samsung, LG, Apple and Nokia), as well as 

some operators (Vodafone, China Mobile and Sprint Nextel). The purpose of the alliances has 

been to integrate Google‘s mobile services into handsets, with a strategic goal to capitalize on 

extending Google‘s advertising to the mobile arena. The motives for cooperation stem from 

increased demand for Google services for mobile as Google‘s services become popular in 

general. Choosing to ally with device makers and operators reflects the need to access 

complementary resources and distribution channels.  

 The Open Handset Alliance, which Google announced in 2007, is essentially a standard-

setting alliance. Co-opetition is a strong motivator behind such alliances. Google formed a 

coalition consisting of representatives of all parts of the value ecosystem. In being the leader 

of the coalition, Google can benefit from being able to monitor developments in several 

industries, thus having an opportunity to ―orchestrate‖ and direct those developments to 

benefit its strategic goals. The coalition places Google directly against Nokia, Apple and other 

industry players such Research in Motion and Microsoft, in that Google is trying to establish a 

dominant platform for mobile Internet services. However, some of Google‘s allies in the 

Open Handset Alliance are also members of Nokia‘s Symbian Foundation
xiii

. It is therefore 

crucial for Google to demonstrate quick and impressive results. Google‘s relative lack of 

experience with mobile operating systems means the Symbian Foundation is already far 

ahead, and time will show which way the shared allies would go.  

  

                                                 
xiii

 Motorola, Sony Ericsson, NTT DoCoMo, LG, Samsung, Vodafone  are partners both in the Symbian 

Foundation and in the Open Handset Alliance 
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Table 12. Google‘s alliances in the mobile field, 2006-2008 

Source: Own analysis 

Year Month Partner Business type Partnership 

2006 

Jan Motorola mobile devices 
Google services - a button 

on devices 

Feb 

Vodafone wireless carrier 
Google Search for 

Vodafone live! Service 

Sony Ericsson mobile devices 
Blogger and Google 

Search 

2007 

Jan 

China Mobile wireless carrier Google Search 

Samsung mobile devices 
Google Search, Maps, 

Gmail 

Mar LG Electronics mobile devices 
Google Search, Maps, 

Gmail, Blogger 

Jun Apple mobile devices YouTube app for iPhone 

Nov 
Open Handset 

Alliance 
  

2008 
Feb Nokia mobile devices 

Google Search integration 

into Nokia Search 

May Sprint wireless carrier various Google services 
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NOKIA 

Out of the three case companies, Nokia has had by far the most alliances related to mobile 

services, which is not surprising considering Nokia has been in the mobile business for much 

longer and is a leading player in the industry. 

 Tables 13 and 14 present Nokia‘s alliances with operators and content providers – two 

important groups in the mobile services ecosystem. Nokia has formed and nurtured many one-

on-one relationships with mobile operators worldwide, and has been working with them 

closely to bring mobile Internet services (and Nokia phones, naturally) to consumers all over 

the world. In these alliances there are clear motives of gaining and maintaining market access, 

taking advantage of partners‘ distribution network and other complementary resources, and 

co-learning in the field of mobile services.  

 Alliances with content providers have helped Nokia provide versatile content for its mobile 

services, such as a music catalogue for its Comes With Music service, mobile games for the 

N-Gage platform, local information for its Mobile Search, etc. The motive of taking 

advantage of resource complementarity is obvious. But also, taking into account Nokia‘s 

overall strategy of becoming a leading Internet services provider, alliances with content 

providers are an important element in establishing a dominant platform.  

 It is also interesting to see how Nokia has collaborated with other Internet services 

providers such as Google, Microsoft, Yahoo!, and most recently Facebook (Table 15). The 

co-opetition motive works here, as some of these companies are both competitors and 

complementors in some ways.  

 The Symbian Foundation initiative represents a large alliance formed with purposes of 

monitoring the environment, imposing a dominant standard, and general co-learning. Having 

previously been a major shareholder in a joint venture Symbian, Nokia decided to internalize 

Symbian by buying it out completely. As a result, Nokia now owns a leading operating 

system, which strengthens its positions vs. Apple, Google, Research in Motion, Microsoft, 

Palm and other players that are participating in the current dominant platform race. 
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Table 13. Nokia‘s alliances with mobile operators, 2006-Sep.2009 

Source: Own analysis 

Year Partner Business type Partnership 

2006 

TeliaSonera wireless carrier mobile TV broadcast trial 

Telefónica wireless carrier mobile TV pilot in Spain  

TeliaSonera wireless carrier 
NFC - testing mobile phone as a 

travel card 

Globe Telecom 
wireless carrier 

(Phillipines) 
Nokia Lifeblog 

Orange wireless carrier S60 software platform  

Vodafone wireless carrier S60 software platform  

2007 

Vodafone wireless carrier 
an integrated suite of Vodafone 

services and Ovi 

Telefónica wireless carrier 
collaboration on mobile services 

integration 

Etisalat  wireless carrier (UAE) 

easy access to both Etisalat and 

Nokia Mobile Internet and 

content services 

Elisa wireless carrier (FIN) N-Gage pilot 

Telecom Italia wireless carrier Ovi  

Telecom Italia wireless carrier S60 software platform  

T-Mobile wireless carrier S60 software platform  

2008 

Orange wireless carrier 
integrated Orange and Ovi 

services  

Telenor 
wireless carrier (NOR, 

SWE, DK, Hungary) 

integrated Telenor and Ovi 

services  

T-Mobile wireless carrier 
integrated T-Mobile and Ovi 

services  

   

Sony Ericsson, Motorola, 

NTT DOCOMO, AT&T, 

LG Electronics, Samsung 

Electronics, 

STMicroelectronics, 

Texas Instruments and 

Vodafone 

 Symbian Foundation 

2009 

Etisalat  wireless carrier (UAE) N-Gage, Ovi 

AT&T wireless carrier (USA) Nokia E71x in the US 

América Móvil 
wireless carrier (Latin 

Am) 

Nokia Maps Navigation to 

América Móvil consumers in 

Latin America 

AIS 
wireless carrier 

(Thailand) 
Nokia Messaging 

América Móvil 
wireless carrier (Latin 

Am) 
Nokia Messaging 

M1 
wireless carrier 

(Singapore) 
Nokia Messaging  

Smart wireless carrier Nokia Messaging  
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(Phillipines) 

Telecom Italia wireless carrier Nokia Messaging  

Telefónica wireless carrier Nokia Messaging  

Telefónica wireless carrier Nokia Messaging  

Orange wireless carrier 
Nokia Messaging: co-branded 

with Orange 

AT&T wireless carrier (USA) Nokia Surge device 

América Móvil 
wireless carrier (Latin 

Am) 
Ovi Store support 

AT&T wireless carrier (USA) Ovi Store support 

 

 

Table 14. Nokia‘s content-related alliances, 2006-Sep.2009 

Source: Own analysis 

Year Partner Business type Partnership 

2007 
Universal Music Group 

International 
music label "Comes With Music"  

2008 EMI Music music label "Comes With Music"  

2008 SONY BMG music label "Comes With Music"  

2008 Warner Music Group music label "Comes With Music"  

2008 

The Orchard, Beggars Group, 

IODA, the Ministry of Sound, 

PIAS and Pinnacle 

music labels "Comes With Music"  

2006 EA 
interactive 

entertainment software 
Mobile Gaming 

2006 Gameloft mobile games 
mobile games for Nokia 

devices 

2007 Capcom mobile games N-Gage 

2007 Digital Chocolate mobile games N-Gage 

2007 Glu Mobile mobile games N-Gage 

2007 Indiagames mobile games N-Gage 

2007 I-play mobile games N-Gage 

2008 KONAMI mobile games N-Gage 

2009 FISHLABS mobile games N-Gage 

2005 
Eniro, Fonecta, Medio Systems, 

Yahoo!, Yell.com 
content providers 

mobile search app for 

smartphones 

2005 NAVTEQ map data 
mobile search app for 

smartphones 

2005 AtlasCT map solutions 
mobile search app for 

smartphones 

2006 Baidu.com Chinese Internet search mobile search 

2006 DasÖrtliche 
local directory in 

Germany 
Mobile Search 

2006 Suchen.de 
local directory 

providers 
Mobile Search 

2006 Yellow Pages Group (Canada) local directory Mobile Search 
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providers 

2006 DasOertliche 
local directory 

providers 
Mobile Search 

2006 De Gule Sider (Denmark) 
local directory 

providers 
Mobile Search 

2006 Warner Bros content provider 

Nokia Content 

Discoverer On-Device 

Portal  

2007 

CNN, IBN, Jamba, Sony 

Pictures, RooftopComedy, ROK 

and Versaly Entertainment  

content providers 
Nokia Video Center for 

Nseries 

2008 

Fox News, A&E Network, Bio 

Channel, HISTORY, The 

Hollywood Reporter 

content Nokia Media Network 

2008 Lonely Planet  content provider 

to distribute Lonely 

Planet content via Nokia 

Maps 

 

 

Table 15. Nokia‘s alliances with internet services providers, 2006-Sep.2009 

Source: Own analysis 

Year Partner Business type Partnership 

2005 Yahoo!  Internet services 

Yahoo! Internet Services pre-installed on Nokia 

Series 60 devices 

2006 Yahoo! Internet services 

Yahoo! Mail and Messenger on Nokia's Series 40 

devices 

2006 Yahoo!  Internet services Flickr support in Nokia Nseries 

2006 Yahoo!  Internet services Yahoo! Go Mobile on Nokia phones 

2006 Yahoo!  Internet services 

Yahoo! Search integration into Nokia Mobile 

search 

2007 Yahoo!  Internet services 

Yahoo! Go for Mobile 2.0 on Nokia's Series 40 

devices 

2006 Microsoft Internet services Live Search integration into Nokia Mobile search 

2007 Microsoft Internet services 

Windows Live services specifically designed for 

Nokia devices 

2009 Microsoft Internet services Microsoft Office Mobile to Nokia smartphones 

2007 Google Internet services YouTube for Nokia Nseries 

2008 Google Internet services 

Google Search integration into Nokia Mobile 

search 

2005 Six Apart Internet services LiveJournal on Nokia Lifeblog  

2007 Six Apart Internet services Vox blogging service on Nokia Nseries 

2009 Facebook Internet services Lifecasting with Ovi via Facebook 
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CROSS-CASE COMPARISON OF MOTIVES 

 

Table 16 presents my analysis of motives for alliances by the case companies.  

 Apple‘s  entrance into the mobile phone business with the iPhone was a brave 

diversification move of a company that has tried leading industries‘ convergence before
xiv

. 

And yet again, it was a success. The iPhone has significantly altered the competitive 

landscape. Even more important, Apple‘s innovation has set much higher standards in terms 

of simplicity of use of smartphone operating systems. As a result, many consumers who 

would have not considered buying a smartphone before are now buying them, and 

experienced smartphone consumers are looking for incrementally better features. 

 This radical development has had a profound effect on Nokia, which decided it did not 

want to wait until its market share starts slipping away, decided to change its strategy and 

entered the battle for the dominant mobile Internet services platform with a full suite of 

Internet services. Nokia has the benefit of established relationships with major mobile 

operators and content providers worldwide, as well as a lot of experience with a leading 

phone operating system. 

 Google has long seen the potential in stretching its reign in online advertising to the mobile 

field. As the industry developments have been heating up since the iPhone‘s launch, Google 

decided to lead the change by initiating a major ecosystem coalition.  

Table 16. Motives for entering strategic alliances – case companies 

Source: Adapted from own analysis 

Motives Nokia Apple Google 

External: 

globalisation v v v 

fast-changing technology / 

technological discontinuity 
v v v 

convergence v v v 

economic/competitive/market uncertainty v  v 

increased market demand v  v 

shortening product lifecycles v   

time-to-market pressure v  v 

increasing investment requirements (incl. R&D costs)    

                                                 
xiv

 Apple previously redefined the music industry with its revolutionary iPod and iTunes Music Store 
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government-mandated trade or investment barriers    

Internal: 

entering new international markets v v v 

transaction cost / efficiency / cost minimization in meeting a need  v  

achievement of economies of scale    

risk reduction  v  

feeling of resource deficiencies    

access to the benefits of other firm‘s assets v v v 

synergies from complementary resources v v v 

organizational learning (transfer of tacit knowledge) v v v 

co-opting or blocking competition v  v 

need to influence future standards (dominant design 

establishment) 
v  v 

monitoring several technological developments / industries v  v 

 

TYPES OF ALLIANCES ACROSS THE CASE COMPANIES 

Although in the case companies‘ history there have been plenty of focused one-on-one 

alliances, and some joint ventures as well, the overall trends in the recent years are the 

following: 

1) There are both focused one-on-one alliances and complex long-term relationships 

present. 

2) None of the alliances in the period of time that I looked at have involved any equity 

arrangements. 

3) Consortia are becoming popular as the industry standard battle heats up.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 MAIN FINDINGS 

The mobile industry‘s ecosystem has been fragmented because of participants who hold on to 

the ―walled garden‖ approach, which has been hindering the development of the industry for 

at least a decade. This approach reduces motivation for complementary offerings to be 

developed by third parties, who are discouraged by lack of scalability and freedom brought on 

by the difficulties of coordination between several closed networks and lack.  

The iPhone‘s success acted as a catalyst for the rest of the industry ecosystem to resume 

their attempts to popularize mobile Internet services. What once was considered almost 

science-fiction, is now finally beginning to happen. Managerial creativity, which is one of the 

main forces driving convergence, is currently at its best: designing new services, forming 

game-changing alliances, introducing revolutionizing business models, etc.  

The industry is emerging at high speed, and both current incumbents and entrants from 

related industries are hurrying to catch the early-mover momentum. In their attempts to 

establish leadership in the emerging industry, the same companies have been actively using 

alliance strategies. The main trends are: 

 Co-opting – forming alliances with companies possessing complementary resources 

like mobile operators, content providers and device manufacturers 

 Initiating industry-wide consortia aimed at establishing a dominant design 

 

At this point I would like to bring up the compound product-services offering theory, because 

it helps explain the alliances that have been formed by the case companies, and adds a new 

perspective to the motives for entering alliances.  

 A major motive for forming alliances in the mobile Internet services industry is the 

realization of the interconnectedness of its value ecosystem. Device companies, operators, 

application developers and content providers all represent complementary positions in this 

ecosystem. And without collaboration between these players, the industry itself cannot thrive. 

On the other hand, if the players collaborate in the right way, the synergy effect would lead to 

increased consumption of mobile services, which is something that all participants of the 

value ecosystem could profit from. So, in the mobile services industry, alliance strategies are 

not an option but a crucial necessity. If the players are not willing to truly collaborate, and 

instead resume a ―gatekeeper‖ approach like the operators have been doing for a while, then 

the usage of mobile Internet services cannot fulfill its potential, which hurts all of the industry 
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participants including the ―gatekeepers‖. Collaboration, allowing other players to specialize in 

what they are good at, and forming strategies together with these complementary partners, 

would eventually make the industry pie bigger, so that there is more for everyone. 

 What will eventually define a company‘s success in the mobile Internet industry is both a 

matter of careful planning and risk taking. At this stage it is important to join the ―right‖ 

alliances – the ones that will emerge as dominant platforms, which is a bit of a gamble of 

course. So, instead of looking for a good individual fit in a potential partner, which is the 

traditional approach, firms need to be looking at how that partner fits into the whole 

ecosystem instead, and how valuable are the potential partners‘ current alliances with other 

players. It has never been more important for a company in this industry to have a 

comprehensive overview of all industry developments, incumbents‘ strategies, even key 

people‘s personal relationships with each other. Without understanding the bigger picture and 

always keeping it in mind, it would be difficult to make the right partnering choices. 

 The industry is still evolving and is in a very turbulent stage at the moment. We are likely 

to witness unexpected new players come in, new business models emerge, and demand 

patterns change. 

 

6.2 OPPORTUNITIES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

This study could be extended to include more cases from other industry participants. It would 

be interesting in getting insights into the operators‘ side of the alliances. They represent a part 

of the industry‘s value ecosystem that has been partially responsible for holding back the 

development of the industry, so their perspective on the alliances would offer great value to 

the research.  
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ENDNOTES 

 

Below is a list of Internet-based sources used in this paper. All sources are either official 

companies‘ press releases, or articles from respected news sites and blogs. 

                                                 
1
 http://news.cnet.com/Will-unlocked-cell-phones-free-consumers/2100-1039_3-

6152735.html 

2
 http://www.telecoms-mag.com/Magazine/article.asp?HH_ID=AR_3373 

3
 http://www.nokia.com/about-nokia/company/story-of-nokia/mobile-revolution/leading-the-

world 

4
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1: THE ORIGINS OF OPEN SOURCE 

Open source is an approach to software development, where users can freely access the source 

code and are free to adapt, modify and redistribute it. Open source software represents a 

perspective conceptually different from proprietary software, where the creator/copyright 

holder of the software has access to the source code (St.Amant and Still, 2007).    

The conflict between “proprietary” and “freely shared” in the field of software started back 

in the 1980s. Before that, software was developed by computer scientists at colleges and 

universities that worked on corporate-sponsored projects. That software was then freely 

shared in the academic environment. However, the corporations soon began to require more 

control over the results of the projects in order to protect their intellectual property (Yeats, 

2007).  

This gave rise to the predecessor of the open source movement - the free software 

movement. The activists of the free software movement wished to maintain their ability with 

collaborate with other computer scientists without restrictions. It was out of the free software 

movement that the Linux operating system originally came out (Yeats, 2007), which plays an 

important role in the developments of the industry researched in this paper.  

In 1998 the term “open source” was coined and the Open Source Initiative organization 

was founded. The open source movement has formally differentiated itself from the free 

software movement by taking on a more pragmatic approach to collaborative software 

development. While the free software movement has a strong moral and ethical approach that 

talks about moral obligation of developers to share, and “freedom” in a philosophical sense, 

the open source principles talk more about the economic value of creating technologically 

superior software by using decentralized development process, without assuming its moral 

superiority or calling proprietary software unethical (Yeats, 2007). Despite the different takes, 

both movements still argue for open sharing of source code, and are essentially critical of the 

proprietary software concept. However, it is not surprising that with its more pragmatic and 

business-minded approach, the open source concept, as well as the term itself, have grown to 

be predominant in the business practice, academic research, and the media.  
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APPENDIX 2: APPLE’S MOBILE PRODUCT/SERVICE LAUNCHES AND EVENTS 

Year Month Product 

2006 Aug Google CEO Dr. Eric Schmidt Joins Apple’s Board of Directors 

2007 

Jan introduced the iPhone 

Jun 
announced the iPhone will Support Third-Party Web 2.0 Applications 

the iPhone goes on sale 

Sep 
Unveils iPod touch 

Apple Sells One Millionth iPhone 

Nov iPhone starts selling in Europe 

2008 

Mar 

launches iPhone Software Development Kit 

more than 100,000 iPhone developers have downloaded the beta iPhone 

SDK in the first 4 days since its launch 

previewed the App Store 

Jun 
Introduces MobileMe Internet Service 

Introduces the New iPhone 3G 

Jul 
iPhone 3G on sale, sells 1 million in the 1st weekend 

iPhone App Store Downloads Top 10 Million in First Weekend 

Sep introduced second generation iPod touch 

2009 

Mar Previews Developer Beta of iPhone OS 3.0 

Jun 
Announces the New iPhone 3GS 

Sells Over One Million iPhone 3GS Models in the first 3 days  

Jul App Store Downloads Top 1.5 Billion in First Year 

Aug Eric Schmidt Resigns from Apple’s Board of Directors 

Sep 

Introduces New iPod touch Lineup 

Introduces New iPod nano With Built-in Video Camera 

App Store Downloads Top Two Billion 

Oct Multi-touch tablet is rumoured, to be launched in Q1 2010 
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APPENDIX 3: APPLE’S MOBILE-RELATED COLLABORATIONS 

Year Month Partner Business type Partnership 

2005 Sep 
Motorola and 

Cingular Wireless 

mobile devices/wireless 

carrier 

mobile phone with 

iTunes 

2006  

2007 

Jan Cingular wireless carrier iPhone 

Jun 
Google Internet services 

YouTube app on 

iPhone 

AT&T wireless carrier (USA) iPhone 

Sep 

Starbucks cafe/WiFi 
iTunes, iPhone, iPod 

touch 

O2 wireless carrier (UK) iPhone 

T-Mobile wireless carrier (GE) iPhone 

Oct Orange wireless carrier (FR) iPhone 

2008 

Mar Microsoft software 
Microsoft Exchange 

on iPhone 

Jun 

Telstra wireless carrier (AUS) iPhone 3G 

América Móvil wireless carrier (Latin Am) iPhone 3G 

Bharti Airtel wireless carrier (India) iPhone 3G 

AT&T wireless carrier (USA) iPhone 3G 

Globe Telecom wireless carrier (Philippines) iPhone 3G 

Hutchison Telecom wireless carrier (Hong Kong) iPhone 3G 

O2 wireless carrier (UK and Ire) iPhone 3G 

SingTel wireless carrier (Singapore) iPhone 3G 

Rogers wireless carrier (CAN) iPhone 3G 

Orange 
wireless carrier (Austria, FR, 

Portugal and Switzerland) 
iPhone 3G 

Optus wireless carrier (AUS) iPhone 3G 

Softbank wireless carrier (JAP) iPhone 3G 

Swisscom wireless carrier (Switzerland) iPhone 3G 

Telecom Italia wireless carrier (Italy) iPhone 3G 

Telefónica wireless carrier (Spain) iPhone 3G 

TeliaSonera 
wireless carrier (DK, FIN, 

NO, Sweden) 
iPhone 3G 

T-Mobile 
wireless carrier (Austria, GE, 

NL) 
iPhone 3G 

Vodafone 
wireless carrier (AUZ, NZ, 

Italy, Portugal) 
iPhone 3G 
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APPENDIX 4: GOOGLE’S MOBILE PRODUCT/SERVICE LAUNCHES AND EVENTS 

Year Month Product 

2004 Oct Google SMS 

2005 

Apr Google Local for mobile 

May Blogger Mobile   

Jun Google Mobile Web Search 

Nov Google Maps for mobile 

Dec Gmail Mobile 

2006 

Jan Google Personalized Home for mobile 

Feb Google News for mobile 

Apr mobile ads in Japan 

Aug Google CEO Dr. Eric Schmidt Joins Apple’s Board of Directors 

Nov Gmail mobile client 

2007 

May Google Checkout for mobile 

June 
YouTube for mobile 

Google Calendar for mobile 

Jul 

Picasa Web Albums for mobile 

intends to participate in the federal government’s upcoming auction of the 

700 MHz wireless spectrum 

Sep Google AdSense for Mobile 

Nov version 2.0 of Google Maps for mobile With "My Location" Technology 

Dec Google for iPhone application 

2008 
Oct Google Earth on iPhone and iPod touch 

Nov New Version of Google Mobile App for iPhone, now with Voice Search 

2009 

Feb Google Latitude 

Mar a preview of Google Voice 

May a preview of Google Wave 

Jul Google Voice mobile app for Blackberry and Android 
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APPENDIX 5: GOOGLE’S MOBILE-RELATED COLLABORATIONS 

Year Month Partner Business type Partnership 

2000 

May 
OmniSky wireless Internet Google Search 

ePods Internet appliances Google Search 

Jul 
GiantBear.com  wireless Application Services Google Search 

Shadowpack enhanced wireless environment Google Search 

Aug 
Nextel 

Communications 
wireless communications services Google Search 

Sep 
Pixo 

wireless software platform and 

services 
Google Search 

Neomar WAP Browser Google Search 

Nov Palm handheld computers, MyPalm portal Google Search 

2001 

Jan Chilipadi Malaysia's Mobile Content Portal Google Search 

Feb 

Vizzavi 

(Vodafone and 

Vivendi Universal 

joint venture) 

European multi-access portal Google Search 

Apr 
Yahoo! Yahoo! Everywhere mobile portal Google Search 

Vodafone mobile Internet portal Google Search 

May 
Handspring web browser for Palm OS handhelds Google Search 

Sprint wireless carrier Google Search 

Jul Cingular Wireless wireless carrier Google Search 

Oct AT&T Wireless wireless carrier Google Search 

2002 Dec Sprint wireless carrier 
Wireless Image 

Search 

2003  

2004  

2005  

2006 

Jan Motorola mobile devices 

Google services 

- a button on 

devices 

Feb 

Vodafone Vodafone live! Service Google Search 

Sony Ericsson mobile devices 
Blogger and 

Google Search 

2007 

Jan 

China Mobile wireless carrier Google Search 

Samsung mobile devices 
Google Search, 

Maps, Gmail 

Mar LG Electronics mobile devices 

Google Search, 

Maps, Gmail, 

Blogger 

Jun Apple iPhone YouTube app 

Nov 
Open Handset 

Alliance 
  

2008 

Feb Nokia mobile devices, Nokia search Google Search 

May Sprint wireless carrier 
various Google 

services 
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APPENDIX 6: GOOGLE’S MOBILE-RELATED ACQUISITIONS 

Year Month Company acquired Business type Used for 

2004 Sep Zipdash 
real-time traffic info using the 

GPS in their phones 

Google Maps for 

mobile? 

2005 

May Dodgeball mobile social networking Google Latitude? 

Jul Reqwireless mobile browser Google Mobile 

Aug Android mobile software Android 

Nov Skia 
graphic software for mobile 

devices 
Android 

Dec 
allPay mobile software  

bruNET mobile software  

2006 
Dec Endoxon 

internet mapping solutions, 

mobile services, 

Google Maps for 

mobile? 

2007 

Jul GrandCentral 
services for managing voice 

communications 
Google Voice? 

Sep Zingku mobile social networking Google Mobile 

Oct Jaiku microblogging Google Mobile 

2008  

2009  
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APPENDIX 7: NOKIA’S INTERNET SERVICES-RELATED LAUNCHES AND EVENTS 

Year Month Product 

2005 

Aug 
introduces mobile search to its smartphones  

Releases New N-Gage Arena Launcher Software 

Nov 

Series 60, the world's leading smartphone platform, redefines its name and 

visual identity  

introduces a new Web browser for S60 3rd Edition  

2006 

Feb 
Nokia introduces location based services to mid-range portfolio, launches 

new GPS module  

Mar 
introduced Nokia Lifeblog 2.0 for Nseries - collection and storage solution 

for personal multimedia 

May releases 'Web Browser for S60' engine code to open source community  

Jun 

announced the global launch of its Nokia Content Discoverer on-device 

portal solution 

launches new online retail distribution channel for N-Gage games  

Oct 
launches WidSets 

announced Nokia Service Suite 

2007 

Feb 
announced that it is making its smart2go mapping and navigation platform, 

available for free download 

Mar announced two mobile advertising services 

Aug 
introduced Ovi, the company's new Internet services brand name 

announced Nokia Music Store (part of Ovi) 

Sep revamps Nokia Maps 

Oct 
s60 new features: touch user interface, sensor technologies and web video 

experience  

Nov WidSets out of beta 

Dec 
launches Nokia Internet Radio  

unveils "Comes With Music" 

2008 

Feb 

unveils Maps 2.0:  include enhanced pedestrian navigation, new satellite 

images and support for integrated compass orientation 

launches Nokia Media Network 

Apr 
S60 on Symbian OS announced extended capabilities allowing creation of 

personal and context aware widgets 

Jun 
announced the launch of the Nokia Advertising Alliance 

establishment of the Symbian Foundation 

Oct 

the introduction of S60 5th Edition 

"Comes With Music" launched 

announced Nokia 5800 XpressMusic supporting "Comes With Music" 

Nov 

announced that it plans to launch Nokia Life Tools 

announced it is developing a smart home platform, Nokia Home Control 

Center 

Dec 

announced the launch of Nokia Messaging, Mail on Ovi 

new version of Nokia Maps with Ovi integration 

unveiled the Nokia N97 mobile computer 

Nokia's Mail on Ovi public beta goes 'live' around the world  

2009 
Feb 

unveiled the Ovi Store 

Nokia 5800 XpressMusic on sale in the US 

Apr introduces Nokia Point & Find 
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May 

announces the latest version of Ovi Maps and the release of the Ovi Maps 

Player API 

Ovi Store opens for business  

Jun 
Nokia N97 mobile computer begins selling worldwide 

Nokia Life Tools launched across India  

Aug 

anounced Nokia Booklet 3G 

introduced Nokia Money 

announced Nokia N900 - tablet based on Linux-based Maemo software 

Sep 
announced lifecasting with Ovi 

announced Nokia X6 - portable media device feat. "Comes With Music" 
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APPENDIX 8: NOKIA’S INTERNET SERVICES-RELATED COLLABORATIONS 

Year Month Partner Business type Partnership 

2005 

Apr 

Yahoo!  Internet services 

Yahoo! Internet Services 

pre-installed on Nokia 

Series 60 devices 

Six Apart 
blogging software and 

services 

LiveJournal on Nokia 

Lifeblog  

Jun Apple  
development of the new 

Series 60 browser 

Aug 

Eniro, Fonecta, 

Medio Systems, 

Yahoo!, Yell.com 

content providers 
mobile search app for 

smartphones 

AtlasCT digital map solutions  

NAVTEQ digital map data  

Nov 
joins Bridge Mobile 

Alliance 

Asia Pacific's largest 

mobile alliance group 
 

2006 

Jan 

Yahoo!   
Yahoo! Go Mobile on 

Nokia phones 

Abertis Telecom 
telecom infrastructure 

and services 

digital mobile TV pilot in 

Spain  

Telefónica Móviles wireless carrier  

Feb 

Wayfinder  Nokia GPS Module 

Telmap   

Vodafone  
S60 software platform for 

Vodafone devices 

Mar Baidu.com Chinese Internet search mobile search 

Apr 

Linksys 
voice, wireless and 

networking hardware 
Digital Home 

Yahoo!   
Flickr support in Nokia 

Nseries 

Adobe  Video Editing Solution 

May 

ATI Technologies 
3D graphics and digital 

media silicon solutions 

to enable new mobile 

multimedia experiences  

Gameloft mobile games 
mobile games for Nokia 

devices 

Jun 

DasÖrtliche 
local directory in 

Germany 
Mobile Search 

a series of new 

agreements with 

leading regional 

mobile content 

aggregators 

 
Nokia Content Discoverer 

On-Device Portal  

TeliaSonera wireless carrier broadcast mobile TV trial 

Globe Telecom 
wireless carrier 

(Phillipines) 
Nokia Lifeblog 

Sep 
Yahoo!   

Yahoo! Search integration 

into Nokia Mobile search 

Motorola mobile devices mobile TV 
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interoperability 

Warner Bros  
Nokia Content Discoverer 

On-Device Portal  

EA 
interactive 

entertainment software 
Mobile Gaming 

Microsoft   
Live Search integration 

into Nokia Mobile search 

Oct 

Orange wireless carrier 
S60 software platform for 

Orange devices 

TeliaSonera  
testing NFC - mobile 

phone as a travel card 

TietoEnator   

Orb Networks 

solution for accessing 

digital media stored on 

home computer, 

remotely 

Orb MyCasting into the 

Nokia N80 

De Gule Sider 

(Denmark) 

 local directory 

providers 
Mobile Search 

Suchen.de 
 local directory 

providers 
 

DasOertliche 
 local directory 

providers 
 

Yellow Pages 

Group (Canada) 

 local directory 

providers 
 

JCB, CCV Holland 

B.V., Gemalto, 

KPN, NXP 

Semiconductors, 

PaySquare, 

ViVOtech 

 
NFC mobile payment pilot 

project in Amsterdam 

Nov 

SIPphone  
Gizmo VoIP services for 

Nokia N80 

Yahoo!  

Yahoo! Mail and 

Messenger on Nokia's 

Series 40 devices 

Dec 

Citigroup, 

Mastercard, 

Cingular 

 

trial of NFC-enabled 

mobile phones with 

MasterCard PayPass 

contactless payment 

capability in New York 

City.  

2007 Jan 

Yahoo!   

Yahoo! Go for Mobile 2.0 

on Nokia's Series 40 

devices 

Six Apart 
blogging software and 

services 

Vox blogging service on 

Nokia Nseries 

Skype VoIP 

to develop a mobile Skype 

experience on the Nokia 

N800 Internet Tablet 
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Feb 

T-Mobile wireless carrier 
S60 software platform for 

T-Mobile devices 

Telecom Italia wireless carrier 
S60 software platform for 

Telecom Italia devices 

Google  
YouTube for Nokia 

Nseries 

Elisa wireless carrier (FIN) 

pilot of Nokia's new N-

Gage mobile gaming 

service 

Mar 

Glu Mobile mobile games publisher N-Gage 

Indiagames mobile games publisher N-Gage 

EMI Music  
global marketing and 

content agreement  

Apr 

Samsung mobile devices 
Mobile TV 

Interoperability 

Netvibes 
personalized startpage 

service 

Netvibes on Nokia phones 

via WidSets 

May Jaiku microblogging 
Jaiku on Nokia phones via 

WidSets 

Jul 

Digital Chocolate mobile games publisher N-Gage 

Yang Cheng Tong 
Chinese transportation 

transit card operator  
NFC payments 

Aug 

Microsoft   

Microsoft PlayReady 

technology into the Nokia 

S60 and Series 40 mobile 

device platforms 

I-play mobile entertainment N-Gage 

Microsoft   

Windows Live services 

specifically designed for 

Nokia devices 

Capcom mobile games publisher N-Gage 

Oct 

CNN, IBN, Jamba, 

Sony Pictures, 

RooftopComedy, 

ROK and Versaly 

Entertainment  

content providers 
Nokia Video Center for 

Nseries 

Telefónica wireless carrier 
collaboration on mobile 

services integration 

Boingo Wi-Fi hotspots access optimization 

Nov 

Vodafone wireless carrier 

an integrated suite of 

Vodafone services 

combined with Nokia Ovi 

Services (incl. Nokia 

Music Store) on a range of 

Nokia handsets 

O2 wireless carrier (UK) 
trial of NFC: O2 Wallet 

with Transport for London 

Handmark mobile media 
end-to-end mobile 

advertising solution for 
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Nokia Ad Business 

Dec 

Etisalat  wireless carrier (UAE) 

easy access to both 

Etisalat and Nokia Mobile 

Internet and content 

services 

Universal Music 

Group International 
major label "Comes With Music"  

Telecom Italia wireless carrier Ovi  

2008 

Feb 

Orange, Telecom 

Italia, Telefónica, 

TeliaSonera, 

Ericsson, Nokia 

Siemens Networks, 

Nokia, Sony 

Ericsson and 

Samsung,  

a group of key 

operators, infrastructure 

and device vendors 

announced a joint effort to 

facilitate the evolution of 

mobile communication 

towards rich 

communication 

70 leading publisher 

and operators 
 Nokia Media Network 

Google  
Google Search integration 

into Nokia Mobile search 

Mar Microsoft   

Microsoft Silverlight 

available for S60 on 

Symbian OS, as well as 

for Series 40 devices and 

Nokia Internet tablets 

Apr SONY BMG major label "Comes With Music"  

May 

T-Mobile  
integrated T-Mobile and 

Ovi services  

KONAMI 
electronic entertainment 

incl. mobile games 
N-Gage 

Orange  
integrated Orange and Ovi 

services  

June 

A range of 

companies have 

been initially 

certified as 

Members of the 

Alliance, including 

i-movo, Mobile 

Acuity, Mobiqa, and 

uLocate, with many 

additional members 

in testing.   

 
Nokia Advertising 

Alliance 

Sony Ericsson, 

Motorola, NTT 

DOCOMO, AT&T, 

LG Electronics, 

Samsung 

Electronics, 

STMicroelectronics, 

 Symbian Foundation 
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Texas Instruments 

and Vodafone 

RMV), T-

Systems,Venyon 
 

NFC trials: mobile 

ticketing in Germany 

Jul 

Warner Music 

Group 
major label "Comes With Music"  

Telenor 
wireless carrier (NOR, 

SWE, DK, Hungary) 

integrated Telenor and 

Ovi services  

20 more 

organizations joined 

the Symbian 

Foundation 

 Symbian Foundation 

Aug Lonely Planet   
to distribute Lonely Planet 

content via Nokia Maps 

Sep 

a number of 

European publishers 

join Nokia Media 

Network 

 Nokia Media Network 

Visa 
retail electronic 

payments network 
NFC-related partnership 

Oct 

EMI Music major label "Comes With Music"  

The Orchard, 

Beggars Group, 

IODA, the Ministry 

of Sound, PIAS and 

Pinnacle 

independent labels "Comes With Music"  

Fox News, A&E 

Network, Bio 

Channel, 

HISTORY, The 

Hollywood Reporter 

U.S. Publishers Nokia Media Network 

2009 

Feb 

TED Conference 
nonprofit event 

organizer 

to collaborate on TED 

translation and TED 

Fellows programs 

Skype VoIP 

Skype to be integrated 

into Nokia devices, 

starting with Nokia 

Nseries 

América Móvil 
wireless carrier (Latin 

Am) 

Nokia Maps Navigation to 

América Móvil consumers 

in Latin America 

FISHLABS 3D mobile games N-Gage 

Adobe  Open Screen Project fund  

Apr 

AT&T wireless carrier (USA) Nokia E71x in the US 

Telefónica Spain   
Nokia Messaging push 

email service in Spain 

Orange  

co-branded solution, 

Nokia Messaging by 

Orange 
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Etisalat  wireless carrier (UAE) Ovi, N-Gage 

May AT&T  Ovi Store support 

Jun Boingo Wi-Fi hotspots Nokia 5530 XpressMusic 

Jul 

M1 
wireless carrier 

(Singapore) 

Nokia Messaging push 

email service 

América Móvil 
wireless carrier (Latin 

Am) 

Nokia Messaging push 

email service 

AT&T wireless carrier (USA) Nokia Surge device 

Aug 

Microsoft  
Microsoft Office Mobile 

to Nokia smartphones 

AIS 
wireless carrier 

(Thailand) 

Nokia Messaging push 

email service 

Sep 

Facebook social network 
Lifecasting with Ovi via 

Facebook 

América Móvil 
wireless carrier (Latin 

Am) 
Ovi Store support 

Telecom Italia wireless carrier 
Nokia Messaging push 

email service 

Telefónica wireless carrier 
Nokia Messaging push 

email service 

Smart 
wireless carrier 

(Phillipines) 

Nokia Messaging push 

email service 

Verizon Wireless wireless carrier (USA) Nokia 7705 Twist 
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APPENDIX 9: NOKIA’S INTERNET SERVICES-RELATED ACQUISITIONS 

Year Month Company acquired Business type 

2006 Aug 

gate5 
mapping, routing and navigation software and 

services 

Loudeye 
digital music platforms and digital media 

distribution services 

2007 

Jul Twango media sharing solution 

Sep Enpocket mobile advertising 

Oct NAVTEQ digital map information 

2008 
June 

Plazes context-aware social-activity service 

Symbian Limited  

Sep OZ Communications consumer mobile messaging solutions 

2009 

Jan bit-side mobile location applications 

Mar (a stake in) Obopay mobile banking service 

Jul cellity Address book 2.0 tool  

Sep Plum social media sharing and messaging service  

 Dopplr social networking service for travellers 
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APPENDIX 9: CHALLENGES OF STRATEGIC ALLIANCES 

 

There are many factors that could lead to failure of alliances. Amongst most commonly 

named is the issue of trust (Child and Faulkner, 1998; Dyer and Singh, 1999).  

 

 

Table 6. Challenges of strategic alliances 

Source: Own analysis based on articles 

Challenge Source 

lack of openness about motives Dyer and Singh (1999) 

free-riding Dyer and Singh (1999) 

trust issue 
Child and Faulkner (1998), Dyer and Singh 

(1999) 

organizational politics and the role of 

“champions” 
Child and Faulkner (1998) 

spawning stronger competitors Child and Faulkner (1998) 

control over what skills get transferred Doz and Hamel (1998) 

partner search and selection 
Child and Faulkner (1998), Dyer and Singh 

(1999) 

 


